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Summary

In Chapter 1, we follow P. Feehan’s iterated conformal blow-ups method, to check that 

neighbourhoods of boundary points of the compactified moduli space Aik of anti-self

dual connections of charge k which lie on the diagonal of a symmetric sum of copies of 

the underlying 4-manifold X , are constructible by a gluing process. We then observe 

that a natural stratification of the associated space of gluing data with respect to the 

number of points with scale zero, leads to the definition of a space J  Aik which is such 

that every weakly convergent sequence of Aik converges into JA ik  with respect to 

its natural identification topology. In Chapter 3, we consider the moduli space Bk of 

all connections of charge k and focus on its C-sequences, namely, sequences of gauge 

equivalence classes of connections with bounded Yang-Mills energy and functional gra

dient tending to zero. We employ Taubes’ results concerning the limiting behaviour 

of C-sequences and also certain properties of a general gluing construction, in order 

to construct a ‘limit space’ for the C-sequences of Bk• In Chapter 4, we outline the 

construction of the //-map in gauge theory and use the construction of determinant line 

bundles over Aik associated to certain families of Dirac operators over X , to show that 

the map // actually extends over the compactified space. Moreover, we see that the 

restriction of this extended map to the links of certain low-dimensional strata yields 

the corresponding //-map and a symmetric product of the Poincare-dual of a reference 

homology class. In Chapter 5, we study the restriction of certain products of //-type 

cohomology classes to lower strata of the ideal moduli space TAik- The formulae 

emerged from the computation of the associated Kronecker pairings consist of Donald

son polynomials of certain charge and symmetric functions which are defined in terms 

of the intersection form of the 4-manifold X .
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Introduction

In Physics, Gauge Theories have been considered as the most promising candidates in 

an attempt to unify all known fundamental forces in nature within a single coherent 

theory [32]. The well-known Maxwell equations describe electromagnetism in a set of 

partial differential equations, showing that electricity and magnetism are different man

ifestations of a single electromagnetic interaction that occurs between moving charged 

particles. Namely, if E is the electric field and B is the magnetic field, then Maxwell’s 

equations in vacuo are given by curlF? =  dB/dt, curlB =  dE/dt, divB — 0, divE =  0, 

where curl and div denote the rotation and divergence of E and B, respectively. Since 

these equations are derived from an abelian gauge theory [24], namely from the study 

of the Yang-Mills equationsf 1 over the Minkowski space-time for {/(l)-connections on 

trivial line bundles, the hope has been that non-abelian gauge theories could provide 

us with further examples of major interest.

For the theoretical physicist, the Yang-Mills equations with gauge group SU(2) 

yield a non-linear gauge theory [7]. For the mathematician, they have constituted a rich 

source of information concerning the differential-topology of 4-dimensional manifolds, 

through the study of certain classes of solutions on principal 5t/(2)-bundles over the 

4-manifold in question. More precisely, one focuses on solutions of the so-called anti

self-dual (ASD ) Yang-Mills equations that are given by *Fa — —Fa - Alternatively, one 

can recover the ASD solutions as the absolute minima of the Yang-Mills functional 
y M  which is defined on the space of connections as the square of the L2-Sobolev 

norm of the curvature [8], [15], observing that the full Yang-Mills equations are the 

Euler-Lagrange equations of the functional y M .

The Yang-Mills equations are given by ♦¿a C+Fa) =  0, where Fa is the curvature of the connection

A; <1a is the exterior derivative on forms coupled to A and * denotes the Hodge star operator.

6
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Let Aik — Ak/Qk be the moduli space of equivalence classes of ASD  connections 

on a principal 5'i/(2)-bundle Pk, with respect to the action of the group of gauge 
transformations Qk on the space Ak of ASD  connections [8], [15]. The space Mk 
was used by S.K. Donaldson to answer the realization question for smooth 4-manifolds, 

namely which symmetric, unimodular, bilinear forms defined over the integers Z can 

be realized as intersection forms of some smooth, simply-connected, closed, oriented, 

Riemannian 4-manifold X . The answer imposed a vast restriction on the number 

of the above possibilities, stating that if the intersection form Qx of X  is definite, 

then it is equivalent to the standard diagonal form over Z [8]. The preceding result 

combined with Freedman’s theorem that every symmetric, unimodular, bilinear form 

is the intersection form of some topological 4-manifold, imposed a major constraint 

to the number of 4-manifolds that are smoothable [25]. Let us recall that Freedman’s 

main theorem [16] also gave a complete classification of 4-manifolds (both topological 

and smooth) up to homeomorphism.

It is worth mentioning that another striking consequence of the combination of the 

two theorems was the existence of an exotic structure on R 4, namely that there exist 

4-manifolds which are homeomorphic but not diffeomorphic to R 4, a phenomenon that 

occurs only in 4-dimensional topology [15].f2 It was later proved by R. Gompf [20] that 

in fact there exist an infinite family of exotic structures on R 4.

The innovation in Donaldson’s work was the use of the space of all solutions of the 

given Euler-Lagrange equations rather than a single solution, that in other cases, as for 

instance in the theory of minimal surfaces suffices to answer the variational problem in 

question. A conclusion of Donaldson’s theory was the existence of an infinite number of 

simply-connected, smooth 4-manifolds with the same intersection form. According to 

Freedman’s theorem, these 4-manifolds are in the same homeomorphic class. The Don

aldson Polynomials were introduced to distinguish homeomorphic 4-manifolds which 

possess different smooth structures and were proved to be insensitive to a change in 

the metric of the underlying 4-manifold [11]. More precisely, diffeomorphic smooth 

4-manifolds possess the same Donaldson polynomials. The polynomials also yielded 

criteria upon the decomposability of certain classes of smooth 4-manifolds [8]. Despite 

the development of such a sophisticated theory, the ultimate question in 4-manifold

2f For an extensive discussion, we refer to §1 of [15].
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geometry, namely the classification of smooth 4-manifolds up to diffeomorphism, still 

remains unanswered.

The recent discovery of the Seiberg- Witten invariants have changed drastically the 

4-manifold scene. More precisely, in an attempt to understand the infrared behaviour 

of a N  =  2 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory in four dimensions, in [49], the authors 

used rather classical information, as for instance spinors and line bundles, to define 

4-manifold invariants by counting solutions of the monopole equations for an abelian 

gauge group. Apart from the crucial fact that the theory is abelian, the beautiful 

feature of this approach is that the moduli space of solutions is always compact since 

the bubbling-off appearing in Donaldson theory does not occur here. Consequently, one 

avoids a great deal of hard, non-linear analysis. Among other things, Seiberg-Witten 

theory, has led to a proof of the Thom Conjecture for the genus of embedded surfaces 

on C P 2 and also results on the uniqueness of Einstein metrics. For certain aspects of 

the relation of Seiberg-Witten theory with Donaldson theory, we refer to §2 of [49].

There is a vast literature on 4-dimensional mathematical gauge theory. We refer to 

[8], [9], [10] for an extensive geometrical treatment of the subject and to [15], [29] for a 

fairly analytical one. Brief but juicy accounts of Donaldson’s work can be found in [2], 

[3], [21]. We also refer to [48], [19] for an interpretation of Donaldson theory in terms 

of a 3 +  1 Topological Quantum Field Theory, namely a twisted version of a N  =  2 

supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.

0.1 Gluing constructions in Gauge Theory

Let Ai be connections on principal G-bundles Ei over 4-manifolds X i , i =  0,1. Roughly 

speaking, the main idea of a ‘gluing construction’ in gauge theory is the grafting of 

A j , i =  0,1, to each other under rather general hypotheses in order to produce a ‘glued’ 

connection A =  Ao(|Ax on a bundle E =  EojE\ over the connected sum X  =  X q$Xi , 
whose properties would be roughly determined as follows.

(a) The connection A is close to Ai when restricted over each individual summand 

X i,i =  0,1, as the scale parameter that measures the size of the ‘neck’ of X  tends to 

zero.

(b) The charge of A, i.e. the characteristic class of the connected-sum bundle E, is
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equal to the sum of the charges of the connections Ai ,i  =  0,1.

(c) The connection A inherits certain properties from its ‘predecessors’ . For instance, 

it solves the set of equations that Ai do, or it is ‘fixed’ by the same subgroup of the 

group of gauge transformations Qk that fixes Ai ,i =  0,1.

In 1982, C.H. Taubes [43] introduced a multiple-gluing operation for solutions of 

the ASD Yang-Mills equations. The problem he considered was the construction of 

‘ concentrated’ ASD Yang-Mills solutions in the sense that the curvature bubbles-off 

when the neck of the associated connected sum is pinched. Since then numerous ver
sions of the gluing theorems have appeared, varying in their approaches and techniques 

depending upon the particular application.

Essentially, most of the published constructions [42], [43], [8], use a ‘ cut and paste’ 

operation to graft several instantons over the 4-sphere S'4, i.e. connections whose 

curvatures are concentrated about the north pole of S4, onto a fixed ‘background’ 

connection Aq of a reference Riemannian 4-manifold X . One shows then that the 

parameter family constructed yields a complete model of an explicitly defined open set 

in the moduli space of X  [8].

The range of applications of the gluing construction spans from the derivation of 

‘vanishing theorems’ concerning the behaviour of Donaldson Invariants for decompos

able 4-manifolds to the description of the ‘ends’ of the compactified ASD  moduli space 

Mk [15]. More precisely, the gluing mechanism was used by S. Donaldson in [12] to 

prove that under certain constraints, the Donaldson polynomials of a 4-manifold which 

is a connected sum are identically zero, yielding in such a way a restriction to the 

number of smooth 4-manifolds that are decomposable. The gluing construction also 

provides us with the key to the analysis of the structure of neighbourhoods of points of 

Mk at infinity, namely the boundary of the compactified moduli space can be covered 

by a finite number of ‘gluing neighbourhoods’ [8], [14], [15].

A fundamental constraint imposed on almost all gluing constructions of the liter

ature is the distinction of the points of the 4-manifold X  on which we glue copies of 

instantons of S4, i.e. the requirement that the base points allowed to participate in the 

process appear with multiplicity 1. Although the extension of the theory in the case 

that the base points lie in the diagonal of a symmetric product of copies of X  seemed 

to be understood by some authors, no rigorous treatment existed in the literature until
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P. Feehan’s work [14].

Moreover, the main ingredient missing in the works that discuss the above extension 

is a proof of the fact that the maps induced by those gluing constructions are in fact 

diffeomorphisms onto their images. It is worth noting that the assertion that these 

gluing maps are even homeomorphisms stands perhaps as an act of faith, since no such 

proof appeared in the publications preceding [14].

In Chapter 1, we discuss briefly the multiple-gluing construction of connections 

introduced by C. Taubes and we study extensively its generalized version given by P. 

Feehan [14] in the sense mentioned above. In [14], Taubes’ original method is ‘ iterated’ 

in a way explained more accurately in §1.6, in order to be extended in the case that 

some of the base points of X  coincide.

The key idea of Feehan’s construction is the application of a finite number of succes

sive iterated conformal blow-ups in order to ensure that even when the points we glue at 

lie on the diagonal of the symmetric product Spl(X ), the gluing process still produces 

an open subset of the ASD  moduli space Mk- In this case, instead of gluing several 

copies of the standard 1-instanton over S4 to a background connection of X q, one grafts 

the so-called bubble-tree limits over S4 produced by the family of iterated conformal 

blow-ups mentioned above - see §l(c) of [14]. We benefit from this generalized gluing 

to construct a family of maps T\: Ak-iXgk_lSp\Ek-i) — ► TMk,i , 0 <  / <  k , where 

the gluing parameter space Ak-iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i) consists of the following data.

(a) The space Ak-i of ASD  connections on a principal SU(2) bundle Pk-i of 2nd Chern 

class k — l over a closed, oriented, simply-connected, Riemannian 4-manifold X .]3

(b) The group Qk-i of gauge transformations of Pk-i-

(c) The /-th symmetric product Spl(Ek-i) of the quaternionic vector bundle Ek-i =  

P k -lx SU(2)H  .

Also, lM k,i denotes the union IMk,i =  xSpq(X ) , 0 <  l <  k . The

space lM k,i given a topology induced by the notion of weak convergence of sequences 

of M k  to ideal limits [44] is often refered to as ideal moduli space.

We should stress here that the domains of the gluing maps appearing in this thesis 

are far more complex than it is indicated by the notation Ak-iXgk_lSpl{Ek-i)- Namely, 

due to the non-canonical nature of the gluing process, the numerous additional choices

3f Henceforth, X  will be refered to as simply-connected.
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of parameters made are fixed at the begining of the particular context.

It is now clear the way in which the results of [14] generalize those of [42]. One 

can rely on this gluing procedure to construct a map Ti : A k-iXgk_tDl(Ek-i )— >Mk , 

where Dl(Ek-i) C Spl(Ek-i) is defined by

Dl(Ek-i ) =  {[pi,P2,- • -,Pi\ ■ Pi,Pj lie on distinct fibers, i ^  j, 1 <  i , j  <  1} .

On the other hand, we use the machinery developed in [14] to define a gluing map : 

Ak-iXg^Sp'tEk-i)— >Mk , 0 <  / <  k , such that the following diagram commutes.

A k. , x Sk_lDl(Ek. l) M k

i II
A k-iXgk_lSpl{Ek-i ) M k

The key ingredient of the theory developed in Chapter 1 is that T\, 0 <  / <  k, 
is proved to be a diffeomorphism onto its image and that it identifies neighbourhoods 

of the stratum A k-iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i) into the ideal space T M k. This implies that every 

boundary point of the compactified moduli space of ASD connections has a neighbour

hood that is constructible by gluing.

For our needs, this fact together with the observation that the parameter space 

Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i) has a natural stratification with respect to the number of points 

(P i , - ) € Spl(Ek-i ) with vanishing length, allow us to construct a space J M k 
by connecting the spaces Afi-iXg^Sp^Ek^i) and I M k>i~\ along that stratum of 

Ak-iXgk_lSpl{Ek-i) which is determined by the /-tuple (p i,...,p i). Moreover, certain 

properties of the gluing maps ensure that the space J M k with its natural identifica

tion topology coincides with the ideal moduli space T M k given the topology induced 

by the notion of weak convergence in the sense explained in Section 1.7.

It is worth mentioning that the method of ‘iterating conformal blow-ups’ has been 

used in a wide range of applications in geometry and topology. More precisely, the 

method was initially suggested in [37] in the context of harmonic maps in S'2, where 

Sacks and Uhlenbeck studied the existence of minimal 2-spheres. In [41], C. Taubes 

used an iterated gluing map in order to describe the asymptotical behaviour of se

quences of connections with uniformly bounded Yang-Mills energy and functional gra

dient tending to zero.
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However, the closest cousin of the method used in the Yang-Mills context of Chapter 

1 is [35], where Parker and Wolfson employed a ‘bubble tree method’ to compactify 

the moduli space of pseudoholomorphic maps of Riemann surfaces into symplectic 

manifolds.

0.2 Non-compact variational problems and gluing 

maps in Gauge Theory

Let Bk be the moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of all connections on a principal 

£'[/(2)-bundle Pk of 2nd Chern class k over a simply-connected 4-manifold X . Let 

yM . : Bk— >R be the Yang-Mills functional on Bk defined as the square of the L2- 

Sobolev norm of the curvature. It is known that the moduli space M  k of solutions of 

the anti-self-dual Yang-Mills equations for Pk minimizes the functional y M  [8], [25].

The work of S. Donaldson [9], [10] revealed that this special set of critical points of 

y M  is intimately connected to the topology of the underlying 4-manifold X . Namely, 

he used the minimal manifold Mk C Bk as a geometrical tool in order to derive until 

then unknown results concerning the differential-topology of X  [8], [15]. Motivated 

by this phenomenon and since the properties of the full orbit space Bk are naturally 

related to the properties of X , one is tempted to investigate whether the non-minimal 

critical points of y M  on Bk can give non-trivial information about the topology of X.

The framework one immediately refers to for tackling the above question is Morse 

theory [31]. However, we note that Bk is an infinite-dimensional space, therefore non

compact. Consequently, any Morse theory will fail to work for y M .  In [41], C. Taubes 

suggests a scheme which partly ‘recovers’ Morse theory for y M  on Bk by analyzing 

the restrictions of the functional to a countable set of finite-dimensional, non-compact 

varieties, the so-called relevant ends of Bk with respect to the Yang-Mills functional.

In an attempt to understand the structure of the relevant ends and consequently 

certain aspects of the topology of Bk, one examines the limiting behaviour of the so- 

called C-sequences, namely sequences in Bk with uniformly bounded Yang-Mills energy 

and functional gradient tending to zero. Let us note here that (7-sequences in compact 

manifolds lead to critical points.

In Chapter 2, we prove the existence of a ‘ limit space’ for C-sequences of Bk by
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completing the non-compact relevant ends of Bk. Numerous candidates of this kind 

would probably meet the required convergence-up-to-subsequences criterion. However, 

an intriguing problem is the construction of a pair (JB k,r) of an infinite-dimensional 

moduli space JBk given a second countable and Hausdorff topology r, with the fol

lowing significance.

(a) Every C-sequence of Bk converges into (JBk, t).

(b) The moduli space JBk possesses properties which may be explicitly manipulated 

for certain purposes of gauge theory.

In order to study the limiting behaviour of C-sequences up to convergence of subse

quences, we first employ an iterative scheme for a multiple gluing construction that is 

described in [41]. For our needs, the main result of [41] states that C-sequences of Bk 
are within zero Z^-Sobolev distance from sequences of ‘glued’ connections, namely con

nections which are constructed through a gluing map 7Zi similar to the one described 

in Chapter 1.

We then extend the arguments of [14] in a straightforward way to define a family 

of embeddings : Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i)— >Bk , where Ak-i is the affine space of all 

connections on a principal S'i/(2)-bundle Pk-i of 2nd Chern class k — l and where the 

spaces Qk-i and Ek-i are as above.

The fact that is an embedding together with the observation that the parameter 

space A k-i^g^Sp1 (Ek-i) has a natural stratification with respect to the number of 

points (p i,.. .,p /)  € Spl(Ek-i) with scale zero, enables us to construct inductively a 

space JBk by connecting the spaces Ak-iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i) and JBk,i- i along the asso

ciated stratum of Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i) which is determined by the /-tuple (pi,...,p i). 
Then, the observation that by construction the images of the gluing maps 7Zi and T\ 
differ simply by a diffeomorphism, yields the following theorem.

T heorem  0.2.1 There is a topological space (JBk,T ) such that every C-sequence of 

Bk converges to a limit point into (J B k ,r).
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0.3 The /¿-map and the topology of moduli spaces 

of connections

Let B% be the moduli space of all irreducible connections!4 on a principal SU(2)-bundle 

Pk over a simply-connected, 4-manifold X . The space ¡31 is an infinite-dimensional mani

fold and the space Aik of equivalence classes of irreducible ASD  Yang-Mills connections 

on Pk is a submanifold of Bk.

Although the space Ak of connections on Pk is topologically trivial,!4 5 this is far from 

being true for the orbit space Bk- Therefore, a question that immediately poses itself is 

the computation of the (co)homology of B*k. We fix a base point in X  and consider Bk 
to be the base point fibration, namely an SO(3)-bundle over Bk whose points represent 

equivalence classes of connections on a bundle which is trivialized over the base point.

In [8], it is shown that if z\,...,Zb is a basis for H2(X ), then the rational coho

mology of Bk is a polynomial algebra on 2-dimensional generators p(z{ ) , . . . ,  p(zb), 
where the cohomology class p(zi) is generated by the image of a homomorphism 

p : H2(X; Z )— >H2(Bjt;Z), the construction of which in the context of characteris

tic classes is outlined in Section 3.2. In terms of classifying spaces the slant product 

procedure followed to construct p is presented in Section 2 of [11]. As it is shown in 

§5.1.2 of [8], the map p also descents to a homomorphism p : H2{X\ Z )— >H2{Bk\ Z) 

and that the rational cohomology of Bk is freely generated as a ring by the image of p 
and a 4-dimensional generator f3.]6

Let Mk be the space of equivalence classes of irreducible ASD  connections of charge 

k. Since Aik is naturally embedded into Bk, each class p(z{) can be viewed in H2{Aik). 
Furthermore, as proved in §7.1.4 of [8], the cohomology class p{z) extends to a class 

p(z) over the compactified moduli space Mk [15] in such a way that its restriction to the 

/-th link Mk H (M k-i x Spl(X )) yields the corresponding class p̂ k~l\z) G H2(M k-i) 

and the ‘ symmetric sum’ spl(PD (z)) of / copies of the Poincare dual of z. This fact 

will be proved crucial for a computation we carry out in Chapter 4 which is related

4t Those connections A  whose isotropy group =  {g  £ Qk : g(A) =  A }  coincides with the centre 

of the structure group G.

5f In the sense that it is contractible as being an affine space.

6!  The generator ¡3 is the 1st Pontryagin class of the base point fibration.
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to Donaldson Polynomial Invariants. The above extension requires the construction 

of determinant line bundles over A 4 k associated to certain families of Dirac operators 

over X  and it is presented in Section 3.3.

In fact, the above construction yields a class ¡l{z) over the moduli space XMk  of 

ideal ASD connections such that its restriction to Mk agrees with the class fi(z). We 

observe that there are two ways of showing this: to notice that Donaldson’s argument 

actually extends over XM k , or alternatively to show that the moduli spaces Mk and 

XMk  have isomorphic 2-dimensional cohomology groups since they differ by a set of 

codimension greater than or equal to 4.

0.4 Donaldson Polynomial Invariants of Smooth 

4-manifolds

The classical methods of topology have not succeeded in giving a clear picture of the 

classification of smooth 4-manifolds up to diffeomorphism. Gauge theory, on the other 

hand, has managed to partially bridge the gap by assigning to each simply-connected, 

Riemannian 4-manifold X , a family of finite-dimensional moduli spaces of connections 

cut out by certain elliptic partial differential equations of first-order, the Yang-Mills 

equations. Although these equations depend on the Riemannian geometry of X , at the 

level of homology one finds properties of the moduli spaces that are invariant under 

the variation of the metric.

The Donaldson Polynomials were introduced in 1990 [9] to shed new light on the 

differential-topology of the underlying 4-manifold X . They were proved to detect 

distinct smooth structures on an infinite family of homeomorphic structures of X . 
For a simply-connected 4-manifold X , let be the dimension of a maximal positive 

subspace for the intersection form of X  [8]. Provided that b\ is greater than 1 and 

odd, one can define infinitely many Donaldson polynomials which are indexed by an 

integer k.

Since in most cases these polynomials are very hard to evaluate they remain mys

terious. Instead of computing them, one can attempt to understand their structure 

by establishing constraints or universal relations that they may satisfy. The work of 

Y. Ruan [36] was a step in this direction: he proved a mod 2 universal constraint and
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also derived a structure theorem for Donaldson polynomials of odd Chern class on even 

manifolds. A major contribution in the study of Donaldson invariants has been made 

by P. Kronheimer and T. Mrowka [27], [28] concerning the structure of the invariants 

for 4-manifolds of simple-type. A later paper by R. Fintushel and R. Stern [18] studied 

the invariants for structure group 50 (3 ) under the assumption of simple-type.

In Section 4.2, we give the definition of the Donaldson polynomials using algebraic- 

topological language. We discuss the fact that they are differential-topological invari

ants for smooth 4-manifolds and also state two theorems concerning their behaviour 

for decomposable 4-manifolds as well as for algebraic surfaces. In Section 4.3, we 

use the natural inclusion of the compactified moduli space Aik of ASD  connections 

into the ideal moduli space XM-k and the properties of the ‘ideal’ map ji described in 

Chapter 3, to give a modified description of the Donaldson polynomials using standard 

algebraic-topological arguments .

More precisely, under the assumption that the moduli space Aik of ASD connec

tions is even-dimensional, 2d say, where d =  4k — |(1 +  b+), we show that for k within 

the stable range and for a natural homology class [XAik] € H2d(XAik\Z), the polyno

mial functions Vk : H2{X\ Z) x . . .  x H2(X; Z) — > Z defined by the Kronecker pairing 

Vk{zi , .. .,Zd) = <  fr(zi).. .p{zd), \IMk\ >  coincide with the Donaldson polynomials.

This alternative description of Donaldson polynomials allows us to consider the 

restriction of products . .p{zq), 1 <  q <  d, to certain lower strata of XAik.

Namely, let ji : M k-i x Spl(X ) — ► XAik, 0 <  / <  fc, be the natural inclusion. The 

evaluation of the Kronecker pairing < (ji)*(fi(zi). . .  p,[zd-2i)), [A4k-i X ^ (A T )] >  , 1 < 

l <  k , yields a family of formulae which consist of Donaldson polynomials of certain 

charge and ‘symmetric functions’ which are defined in terms of the intersection form 

of the 4-manifold X . We also discuss variations of those formulae by weighting the 

cohomology of XAik on homologies of Spl(X ) other than the top-dimensional one.

In an attempt to cancel certain terms appearing in the derived formulae, we also 

discuss a conjecture concerning the occasional degeneracy of the above pairings and 

provide some evidence against its validity.



Chapter 1

On the theory of gluing 
constructions

1.1 Main Results

Let Pk be a principal SU(2)-bundle over a simply-connected, closed, oriented, Rie- 

mannian 4-manifold X . Let Ak be the space of ASD Yang-Mills connections on Pk 
and Qk the group of gauge transformations of Pk. With respect to the action of the 

group Qk on -4fc, we define the moduli space Mk =  Ak/Gk of equivalence classes of 

ASD  connections of charge k. A detailed exposition of the fact that Mk, unlike Ak, 
is a finite-dimensional object and that for most purposes it may be assumed to be a 

smooth manifold except perhaps at a finite collection of singular points associated to 

reducible connections, can be found in Chapter 4 of [8] and §3 of [15].

Let 7r : Ek~*X be the projection of the quaternionic vector bundle

Ek =  ffcXsi7(2)H ,

where the structure group SU(2) acts on the quaternions H by multiplication on the 

left and on Pk in the natural way. Let 1 M  k,i be the set

where the q-th symmetric product Spq(X ) is defined by Spq(X ) =  X  x . . .  x X jS i ,
/

where Si is the permutation group of order /. The space XMk,i is given a second- 

countable and Hausdorff topology through the notion of weak convergence of sequences

17
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of M k  to ideal ASD connections [8], which one uses to define a natural compactification 

Mk of Aik-]1 Let us consider the l-th. symmetric product Spl(Ek-i) of the bundle Ek-i 
defined by

l
S -»Si- ' -S

n l ! r, -, Ek-l x Ek-l X . . .  X Ek-l 
Sp {Ek-i) = -----------------j -----------------•

In this chapter, we rely on the gluing constructions of C. Taubes [41], S. Donaldson 

[8] and P. Feehan [14] concerning the study of connections over connected sums, to 

show the existence of a gluing map described as follows.

Theorem 1.1.1 Let X  and Ek-i be as above. Then, there is a gluing map

T\ : A k -i* çk_,Spl(Ek-i) — ► T M k,i ,

with the following properties: (aj is defined for all values 1 <  / <  k, (b) T\ is a 
diffeomorphism onto its image.

Theorem 1.1.1 stems its importance from the fact that the family of glued ASD 
connections constructed by the map Ti is proved to describe open neighbourhoods 

of points on the boundary of the compactified moduli space M k, even if some of 

the chosen points of the quotient bundle Spl(Ek-i) project onto the diagonal of the 

symmetric product Sp^X).

We essentially follow P. Feehan’s arguments [14] concerning the bubble-tree method, 
analyzing the reasons that the standard conformal blow-up techniques probably have 

to be iterated. We should clarify that Taubes’ gluing construction [41], [42] is defined 

even if some of the points (p i,.-.,p i) 6 Spl(Ek-i) have multiplicity greater than 1. 

However, the main ingredient missing for the purpose of this thesis is a proof of the 

fact that these maps are diffeomorphisms onto their image and that a point on the 

boundary of the Uhlenbech compactification M k  [15] near the diagonal of Spl(X ) lies 

in the image of one of these gluing maps.

We observe that the parameter space A k-iX.çk_tSpl(Ek-i) has a natural filration 

with respect to the number of the points in Spl(Ek-i) which have zero norm, namely

Ak-iXçk-iSpl{Ek-i)i C A k-i*gk_tSpl(Ek-i)i-i C . . .  C Ak-iXgk_lSpl(Ek-i)o ,

H The method is outlined in Section 1.4.
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the ç-th level of which is defined by
Ak-iXçk_lSpl{Ek- l)q = {[A ,(p1, . . . , p , ) ] e A k-,X çk_lSpI(Ek- l) :  at most q -  1 of

the points (p i,.. .,p;) have zero length} , 0 < q < l .

In Section 1.7, we consider the stratification of A k-iXGk-iSpl(Ek-i) corresponding to 

the above filtration and study the restriction of the gluing map T\ to the strata 

A k-iXgk_lSpl{Ek̂ i)q, 0 < q < k -  l  The continuity property of these restrictions 

enables us to construct inductively a space JM .k which by construction is such that 

every weakly convergent sequence of M.k converges into JM .k with respect to its nat

ural identification topology.

1.2 Overview of the gluing construction

This section concerns the description of families of glued connections over a reference 

4-manifold X  adapting the gluing methods of S. Donaldson [8], P. Feehan [14] and C. 

Taubes [41] concerning the parametrization of connections over a connected sum of X  
with several copies of the 4-sphere S4.

Single connected  sums: Let us first discuss the construction of approximately ASD 
connections over single connected sums.}2 Let P0 and Pi be principal S'C/(2)-bundles of 

2nd Chern classes c2(Po) =  ko and c2(Px) =  kx over Riemannian manifolds X Q and X x, 
respectively. With respect to the given metrics, let Ao, A\ be ASD  connections on Po 

and Pi, respectively. With these data given, one wants to construct a family of ASD 
connections {A  — Aq$Ax} of charge ko +  kx on a connected-sum bundle P  =  P0J]Pi over 

the connected sum Y  =  XojXx, such that A is close to Ai or A2 when restricted to 

either X\ or X 2.

Let us choose X q to be a smooth, simply-connected, closed, oriented, 4-manifold 

with Riemannian metric g0 and injectivity radius r0 and X x to be the 4-sphere S4 with 

its round metric gx of radius 1, induced by the standard metric of R 5. Let xx be a 

point in Wo and n, s denote the north and south pole of S4. Let A ko, A kl be the spaces 

of ASD connections on Po and P\ and Qko, Qkl be the groups of gauge transformations 

of Po and Pi, respectively.

2f For the convenience of the reader, we have followed closely the notation of [14],
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Let us describe briefly the way that the connected sum of Xo with S'4 is formed. 

Let 7T : FrXo—*Xo be the principal 5'0(4)-bundle of oriented orthonormal frames over 

X 0. A choice of frame /  € FrXo\Xl defines a unique geodesic normal coordinate system 

^  =  expJ1 : BXl{ra)-*RA for the base point 7r(/) =  X\ £ Xo. Let also

K '  ■ V„ =  S4\ {» }  -*  R 4 , r . 1 :U .~ S 4 \ {s} - »  R 4

be the standard coordinate charts of SA. Let BXl(r) be the geodesic ball in Xo with 

centre xi and radius r and Ba(r) =  <f>s({x  6 R 4 : |x| <  r })  be an open ball in 5 4 

with centre the south pole s. Let fl(x i,r , R) C Xo be the open annulus centered at x\ 
with inner radius r and outer radius R , i.e. i l (x i ,r ,R) =  BXl(R)\Bxl(r). Similarly, 

let fl(s, r, R) C -S'4 be the open annulus centered at s with radii r and R.

For a fixed large parameter N  determined by the construction, let Ai be a small 

positive scale parameter such that y/\\N «  1. We set

K  =  X 0\ B „ ( ^ )  , x ‘0 =  X o\ B „ (2y 1) , x ;  =  Xo\B„{2N VxO  .

Similarly, we define open sets X ], X * , X[" in X\ =  SA. We consider the annuli

U(xu ^ - , n V \ J c X o and S l{s ,^ - ,N V \ i ) C X x .

Let d\ : R 4—»R4 be a dilation map defined by d\{x) =  x/A i. Let BXl(N\/\i) 
and BXl(2y/\i) be open balls in X 0 centered at xa. We define a diffeomorphism / i  : 

BXl(\/XiN) — ► Xi by setting f\ =  (j>s°diO(j)~ .̂ Notice that f x identifies the open balls 

Bxx(Ny/\\) and BXl(2y/\i) in Xo with the open sets X[ and X[* in X\ and restricts 

to a diffeomorphism

/ ,  I . )  — . n (» ,^ h ,J V v '5 1) .

One forms the connected sum X  =  X 0H/,Xi =  XoU/j X i in the familiar way, 

defining a smooth metric g on X  which approximates the metrics on the individual 

summands and makes / i  conformal [14]. We outline this method in our description of 

the gluing operation over multiple connected sums. In this way, (X , g) is conformally 

equivalent to (Xojfl'o)-
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Let Aq be a go-ASD connection on Po over Wo and A\ be a g\-ASD connection on Pj 

over X i = S4. We choose p0 € PoU and pi € Pi|s. The point (A0,Po) € A 0 XCo-foU 
determines a local section Oi(Ao,Po) of P0 over BXl(r0) by the Ao-parallel transport of 

p0 along the radial geodesics through X\. This section defines a local trivialization of 

P0 over Bxi(r0), namely Po\b Xi (t0) -  BXl(r0)xSU(2).

Similarly, the point (A i,p i) 6 ^  x ^ P jI* defines a section aa(A\,pi) of Pi over 

X i\ {n }, hence a local trivialization Pi \bs(t) — Ba(r)xS U (2).
We replace A0 by a connection A'q which is flat in small neighbourhoods of X\. More 

precisely, we introduce a small parameter b\ >  4Ny/\\ and we apply a cutting-off over 

the annulus &i).f3 4 We choose a cut-off function i/>0 : Wo — > [0,1] defined byf4

M v ) =

A0 =

1 , if y €

0 ,  if y G BXl(bi/2) .

We define A'0 =  ipoAo to be a smooth connection on P0 defined by

, ’ 011 •̂0lx0\Bx1(l>i)
. K ( M I A 0) , on Pi|Bii(bi) •

The connection A'0 is ‘almost’ ASD, just because of the error terms that these cut

offs introduce and flat on the ball BXl (Ny/Ax). Similarly, we define a smooth connection 

A'i on Pi which is almost ASD and flat on the ball Ba(Ny/\\) C S4.

For the point xi, we define the space GlXl of gluing parameters by

GlXl =  Homsu{2)(Po\Xl,Pi |a) — SO( 3)

and choose an 5i/(2)-isomorphism of the fibers gi : (Po)Xl— ►(Pi)5. We use the con
nections A{, i =  0,1, over the balls of radius b\f2 to spread out Q\, in order to obtain 
a bundle isomorphism gi over the annuli f l ( x i , Ny/Xi) , i2(s, N VAi ), which
covers the diffeomorphism / i  : f)(xi, AT\/A1)-+Q(s, N\/Ai).

Hence, we obtain that criQi =  /j*crs on H(xi, :̂ L,Ny/\i). We use gi to identify the 
aforementioned trivializations in order to obtain a principal 5i/(2)-bundle P =  PolJPi 

of charge k = k0 -f h  over Y  =  Wo#.?4: we simply set P\X'Q — To lx' an(  ̂ P\x[ =  T*i lx' • 
We define a smooth connection A' =  ^4oMi on P by setting A! =  A\ on the individual 
summand Xi, i =  0,1.

3f For a detailed account on ‘cutting-off’ techniques, we refer to §4.4.4 of [8].

4f For the construction of V'o, we refer to §3.3 of [14].
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R em ark 1.2.1 For the ‘glued’ connection A , let us use the notation A(^i) in order 

to indicate its dependence upon the choice of the fiber-isomorphism Q\. Let Ti, 1̂ 2 be 

the isotropy groups of connections A (q\), A {q2) which are constructed by the above 

process for different choices of gluing parameters. Then, A (q\) is gauge equivalent to 

A {q2) if and only if gi, g2 lie on the same orbit with respect to the action of T =  Ti x T2 

on the space GlXl of gluing parameters - see §7.2.1, §7.2.4 of [8].

Hence, the gluing construction defines a bijection between the set of gluing data 

described above and a subset of the moduli space Bx,k of gauge equivalence classes 

of connections of charge k. However, since our objective is to determine a family of 

smooth connections over X o, we use the diffeomorphism fi  mentioned above to pull 

back the bundle P —+X to a bundle P —>X0 defined by

PQ\x'0 >

(WÂi)

over X'0

over BXl(Ny/\i) .

The corresponding smooth pull-back connection Â' on P f5 is defined by

A = A ) ,

/M i

on F0|y '

on Po\bXi (nV\!) •

For a local description of Â' over neighbourhoods of arj, we refer to §3.3 of [14] and 

also to §7.2 of [8].

M ultip le  connected  sums: The generalization of the gluing method described 

above requires the input of a reference simply-connected, Riemannian, 4-manifold Xo 

and a collection of summands X,- =  S'4, i =  1 , . . . ,  /. We extend the techniques used 

in the case of single connected sums in order to desribe families of approximately 

ASD  connections over the connected sum X  =  Xoti-=1Xi. We describe the multiple

gluing construction adapting Feehan’s bubble-tree presentation. Let us first introduce 

some terminology that simplifies our description and that it clearly reasons the ‘tree’ 

structure of the method.

51 One checks that P  is defined by transition functions that are constant with respect to the 

parameter Ai - see §3.3 of [14].
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1. Terminology: Let I  = ( i i , . . . , i r) be a multi-index of positive integers of length

r. Let I+ be indices defined by /_  =  (¿i, - . . ,  tr_i) and I+ — (i1, . . . , i r+1). Let J
be an oriented ‘tree’ with a finite set of vertices { / }  and with incoming edges { ( /_ ,  / ) }  

and outgoing edges { ( / ,  /+ )}.

2. The gluing data: Let I  be an oriented tree as above. The following data will 

form the domain of the gluing maps appearing in this chapter.

(a) To a fixed vertex I  6 I ,  we assign a gi-ASD  connection At on a principal SU(2)- 

bundle Pi —> X i  of 2nd Chern class hi. If /  is the base vertex of length 0, then Xo 
is the reference Riemannian 4-manifold of metric g0. If I  is of positive length, then 

X t =  S4 with its standard round metric gi of radius 1.

(b ) To each incoming edge { ( / _ , / ) } ,  we assign a tuple (x /,u j, A/, 6/, qi, C ), consisting 

of (i) a base point x / 6 Xi_ , (ii) an orthonormal frame v/ £ FrXo\Xj , if /_  =  0 , 

(iii) a small neck-size parameter A /  , (iv) an ,4/-cut-off parameter hi , (v) a gluing 

parameter qi £ ^0 (3 ) , (vi) a 4-tuple C  of constants 60, d0, Ao, N, determined by the 

particular context.

3. The gluing data constraints: There are constraints which are imposed to ensure 

that gluing regions centred on different base points do not overlap each other and also 

that no curvature loss occurs over the gluing necks. Namely, one requires:

(a) the scale parameters A/  to satisfy 6/ >  4iV\/A/ , A/ <  Ao ,

(b ) the base points x j, Xj> to satisfy

(i) distgo(xi,Xji) >  4(6/ +  bji), if /_  =  0, where distgo denotes the geodesic 

distance on Xo ,

(ii) \qi -  9i'\ >  4(6/ + bj>), if /_  > 0 , where the points qi € R4 are such that 

xi =  <j>i-n{qi) € X i ,
(c ) the 2nd Chern classes hi to satisfy £ /e r  hi =  k and for at least one I >  0 to 

have hi >  0 .

Let us outline the multiple gluing construction.!6 For /_  =  0, let <j)]1 =  exp"1 be 

a Gaussian coordinate system for x / £ X 0 associated to the frame u/ € FrXo\XI and 

BXj(r) be an x/-centered geodesic ball of radius r. For any I >  0, let <j>is, <f>in be

6f For the details we refer to §3.3 of [14], Section 7 of [8] and §6, §7 of [15].
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the standard coordinate charts on the 4-sphere X j and consider the balls Bxu{r) =  

<f>Is{{x  G R 4 : |«| < r })  and BXl+(r) =  <£/n({x  € R 4 : |ar -  qi+ \ <  r })  .
Let i)(x /, r, R) be the open (r, f?)-annulus centered at xj G Xi_ . We consider the 

open balls BXI{Ny/A) and the annuli f2(x/, Ny/X) in X /_ , I  >  0. We define the 

open sets

X ‘,_ =  X u \ B „ ( ^ i )  , X " , _ = X , \ X ' i = X , \ B n ( 2N^\, ) .

The difFeomorphisms / /  : BXI(\/XIN) — ► X /' defined by / /  =  <j>isodio<j)~ ,̂ identify 

the open balls ¿?Xl(iVVAi) and BXl(2y/\i) in X 0 with the open sets X j  and X j  in X /_ 

and restrict to difFeomorphisms / /  : Q ,{xi,^-,N y/\i) — ► ti(Is, X V A /). One 

then forms the connected sum X  =  Xo U X /  =  (t/grXj in the familiar way.

In Remark 1.2.3, we comment on the definition of a smooth metric g on X  which 

approximates the metrics gi on the individual summands X j and makes f j  conformal,

i.e. makes (X ,g) conformally equivalent to (X 0,g0).

Let A/_ be a gj-ASD  connection on Pi over X /. A point {Aj_ , p /_) G Akj_ x ç,_ Pi_ |XJ 

determines a local section ctj of P/_ over BXl(r0) by the A/-parallel transport of pi along 

the radial geodesics through xj. This section defines a local trivialization of Pj_ over 

Bxi(r0), namely PiJ bXi (t0) -  BXI(r0)xSU(2).

Similarly, a point (A /,p /) G AkjXÇjPi \n defines a section <7/, of Pi over X j\ { /n }  

and consequently a local trivialization Pi\BIa{r) — Bis(r)xSU (2).

We replace the connections A / by connections A' which are flat in neighbourhoods 

of x /, by performing a cutting-ofF over the annulus fi(x /, ^ ,6 /) : we choose a cut-off 

function ÿ i  : X /  — » [0,1] defined byf 7

^ i _  I M T M iM r U r  , o n x i 
\ ri/+(^7+1)*V,/+ , on X 0

The connections Aj_ =  ipi_A0 , A j =  i/>/A0 are smooth, almost A 5D  and flat on 

the balls BXJ(2Ny/Xi), Bia(2N\/Xi), respectively. We choose an 5i/(2)-isomorphism 

qi : (P/_) — ► (P /)Js fibers and use the connections A /_, A j to spread out pj.

In this way, we obtain a bundle isomorphism pj over the annuli f i ( x / , Ny/\i) , 

il (Is , :̂ L,N\/Xi) which covers the difFeomorphism

7f For the construction of ipi, we refer to §3.3 of [14].
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We use Qi to identify the above trivializations and so obtain a principal SU(2)- 

bundle P  =  fl/er-Pr of charge k over X .f8 We define a smooth connection Á  on V  by 

patching together the cut-off connections Á ¡ . ]9 Hence, we finally determine a family of 

smooth connections over Xo on the pull-back P —*X0 of P —>X through the conformal 

maps / / .

R em ark 1.2.2 As it should be already clear, gluing is a highly non-canonical construc

tion since it depends on the choice of numerous parameters as base points, orthonormal 

frames, local trivializations, scale parameters and cut-off functions, to mention just a 

few of them. In [8], [14], [41], the authors employ analytical estimates to prove that 

certain choices of those parameters determine a constant C such that

i C i C
WA I -  A i \\lp(X i ,9i) -  ¿ 4 /p + l  a n d  l l ^ ’ + ( i 4 / ) l lL P ( A - / l 5 / ) ^  | Î 7 ;  ’ 

where b =  max/gxtj.

R em ark 1.2.3 A main ingredient in the gluing constructions over single and multiple 

connected sums is the definition of a conformal metric g on X  =  This requires

the replacement of the standard metric g¡ on each 4-sphere X [  by a quasi-conformally 

equivalent metric gi with respect to which the identification maps / /  are conformal. 

The metric g on X  in the conformal class [go] =  [g] is defined in terms of go and gi. For 

the construction of g as well as for a comparison of the corresponding Lp estimates, we 

refer to [10] and §3.5 of [14].

1.2.1 Gluing maps

Let V  be a parameter space of gluing data which is described below. We use the gluing 

process presented above to construct gluing maps Q : T> — ► ^ xa,k > certain properties 

of which we study in later sections.

8| One checks that the transition functions of P  are constant with respect to the scale A/.
91 For purposes of completion we note that one uses Aronszajn’s continuation principle for the

forms which set the Laplacian equal to zero, to show that the connection A' is irreducible.
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Let us first describe the parameter space V  of gluing data: let A j be a gj-ASD 
connection over X\ with isotropy group r^ / and H\t =  O.f10 For fixed base points 

{x i} ,  scales {A /} and gluing parameters {£>/}, the gluing construction yields a family 

of almost ASD  connections over the connected sum X  =  ji/er-Aj.

A larger family of glued connections is obtained by allowing the base points and 

scales to ‘move’ in the disjoint balls Bxi(r0) and the interval (0,Ao), respectively. We 

enlarge the glued family of connections even more using the free action of the isotropy 

group T =  roEI/err^ on the space GlXI of gluing parameters.

Hence, having the connections A / fixed, the space T> of gluing parameters is defined 

to be the quotient space

^ _ GlXj x x  (0, Ao)
r o l l /e r r ^

Therefore, one defines a map G : V  — ► &*x,k by setting (7(Ao, A /, z) =  [X{z)\, z  6 

T>. In the familiar way, we use the conformal diffeomorphisms / /  to define an almost 

g0-ASD  connection X  on the pull-back of the bundle V —*X. The process defines a 

smooth map Q : V  — ► Bx0,k-
Proposition 5.10 of [14] proves that the gluing maps G and Q are smooth submer

sions onto their images. The essence of this chapter relies on the fact that G and 

Q restricted into a smaller parameter space of gluing data yield smooth embeddings. 

The characteristic of the above parameter space is that for I >  0, the chosen gi-ASD 
connections of X i  =  S4 are properly centred in the sense of §1.3.1.

R em ark 1.2.4 In §3.3 — §3.5 of [14] and §7.2.4 of [8] it is proved that for given p<  1, 

there is a constant C such that for any z £ T> it holds that

We therefore assert that proper choices of gluing data make the self-dual part of 

the curvature of X  over Xo sufficiently small. As we discuss in Section 1.6, this fact 

together with an application of the contraction mapping principle produce a go-ASD 

connection X  +  a, where a € H1(Xo, adPo) is unique in the sense explained in the same 

section and such that its L4-Sobolev norm is controlled by the construction.

10f If d.Aj denotes the corresponding exterior covariant derivative and d j is the ^/-self-dual part 

of d,An  then H\I — coker d\t .
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1.3 Connections on S4

The description of ASD SU(2)-connections over the 4-sphere S4, also called instantons, 
was first given in [4] using the so-called ADHM  method. Detailed expositions of the 

ADHM  construction can also be found in [1] and [8]. For the purposes of this thesis, 

we need to employ a class of centred fe-instantons on S4 described in §1.3.1.

One-instantons on S4: An 1-instanton I  on S4 can be assigned a pair (6, r), the 

scale r € R + determining the distribution of the curvature of I  arround the centre 
b € S4. Moreover, the parameters r and 6 are acted on transitively by the translations 

and dilations of R 4 - see [1]. More precisely, the construction of instantons over 5 4 

is simplified from the fact that we can instead construct ASD  connections, Aa say, 

on the Euclidean space R 4. The conformal invariance of both the ASD Yang-Mills 

equations and the energy integral enables us then to view Aa as ASD  connections over 

5'4\oo. Finally, according to Uhlenbeck’s removable singularities theorem [44], these 

connections can be extended smoothly over S4.

Throughout, we identify R 4 with the space H of quaternions. An .57/(2)-connection 

on R 4 will be a differential form A(x) =  Ai(x)dxt , x G H, with values in the 

imaginery quaternions.f11 Therefore, the expression

T/ . T f  xdx 1 1 ( xdx — dxx\
'M = Im{TTwl = H T 7 w H ( 1.1)

represents an 5'f/(2)-connection whose curvature is given by the formula

Fl{x) = J ^  * 6H.
(i +  M 2)

A straightforward computation shows that the coefficients of i , j ,  k in the expression 

of dx/\dx form a basis for the anti-self-dual 2-forms. Therefore, I(x) is an ASD SU(2)- 

connection, henceforth called the standard 1-instanton I  with centre 0 and scale 1. Let 

now Tr,b ' H — ► H be linear transformations defined by TTib(x) =  r(x — 6), x, b € 

H, r G R +. One can check that the pull-back connection TTib*I is given by

T = T  *1
^  \ l+ r » | x -6 | ! r

u t Since SU(2) is isomorphic to the group 5 p (l) of unit quaternions, the Lie algebra su(2) gets 

identified with the imaginary quaternions sp(l).
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and its curvature Firb(x) by the formula

A , ( * )
r2(dxAdx)

(1 +  r2\x — b\2)2

We note that as r tends to zero, Fjrb gets concentrated arround the centre 6, the 

distribution of the curvature arround b being determined by the scale r € R +. The 

full group Conf(R4) of orientation-preserving conformal transformations of R 4 acts 

on /(0 ,1 ) to produce instantons of chosen centre and scale. On the other hand, the 

instanton Tr,b*I is invariant under the action of linear transformations aUtV : H — >H 

defined by au>v(x) =  uxv~x, which are proved to generate the group £'0(4).

The more difficult result that every 1-instanton is gauge equivalent to one of the 

family Ir,b is proved in [1]. Hence, the moduli space Mi(S4) of 1-instantons is the 
open 5-ball B5 =  Conf(R4)/£ '0 (4 ) , the centre of B 5 being occupied by the standard 

instanton I  and the point along the radius to 6 6 5 4 at distance r from the centre 

being the instanton (Ti-r,b)*I [15].t12

The construction  o f  m ulti-instantons: The ADHM  construction!13 gives a cor

respondence between solutions of the ASD  Yang-Mills equations over S'4 and certain 

systems of finite dimensional algebraic data indexed by an integer k.

We already used the ADHM  method to describe explicitly instantons of charge 

k =  1: we chose a suitable quaternionic function in order to define the basic 1-instanton 

7(0,1) and then used the transitive action of dilations and translations of R 4 on the 

moduli space to construct a 2-parameter family { / ( r ,  b)} of 1-instantons.

We now survey the construction of instantons for larger values of k. A classic 

reference on the subject is Atiyah’s monograph [1]. Let H fc be the space of column 

quaternionic ¿-vectors. We define an £'t/(2)-connection on H fc by the formula

=  ( U )

where u* denotes the transposed conjugate of u (E H fc. We note that the formula 

(1.2) restricts to formula (1.1) on any 1-dimensional H-subspace of H fe. We choose a

12f Note that we identify Trfil  with Ti/r^I, b* being the antipodal of b.
13f The acronym is derived from the initials of those who introduced the construction, namely, 

Atiyah, Drinfeld, Hitchin and Manin.
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function u : H — » H fc defined by u(:r) =  r(B  — x) l , where B  is a symmetric k x k 
matrix of quaternions and r =  (ri, • • • , r*), r* (E H.

For k =  1 the parameters were arbitrary, except that r had to be invertible. How

ever, in the general case the parameters r and B are required to satisfy the following 

algebraic constraints.

1. The ADHM  equations: The k x k matrix B*B +  r*r has real entries, i.e. the 

coefficients of i,j , k in B*B +  r*r all vanish.

2. N on-degeneracy condition : For each x 6 H , the equations (B  — =
/

0 and r£ =  0, £ € H fc imply that £ =  0, i.e. the (k -f 1) x k matrix I is of
B — x

maximal rank k, for all x £ H.

The first constraint ensures that the connection Ar,B defined by substituting u(x) =  

r(B — x )_1 onto (1.2) is ASD , whilst the latter ensures that ATtB is non-degenerate.f14 

The proof that the ADHM  method produces all Yang-Mills fields over S4 is a hard 

task and requires a wide range of techniques which are explained analytically in [1]. 

For clarity, we state the main theorem.

T heorem  1.3.1 Every ASD SU(2) k-instanton overS4, arises from parameters (r, B) 
that satisfy (1) B*B -f r*r is a real k x k matrix , (2) for every x € H, the equations 
(B  — x)£ =  0 and r£ =  0 , £ 6 H fc , imply £ =  0. The connections defined by 
(r ,B ) and (r ',B ') are gauge equivalent if and only if r =  qrT, B' =  T~l BT , where 

,  €  Sp(l), T 6 0(k).

Hence, the ADHM  construction identifies the moduli space of equivalence classes 

of matrix data (with respect to the action of 0(k) x SU(2)) which satisfy both the 

constraints set above with the space Mk(S4) of gauge equivalence classes of ASD 
SU{2)-connections of charge k.

1.3.1 Centred instantons

We recall Taubes’ definition of centred instantons on S4 with its standard round metric 

gi [41]. Let A be a &-instanton over S4 and x =  <f>~1 : <S4\ {s }— >R4 be the stereographic 

projection from the south pole. We pull back the instanton A  through x to obtain a

14f In particular, the points x  for which B  — x  is singular, give singularities that can be removed 

by a gauge transformation.
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6-ASD connection A over R 4 (with its standard metric 8).

D efinition 1.3.2 Let A € Mk(S4) be as above. The mass centre q and the scale A of 

A are defined by

M - * k l * M * * ’ <L*>
We say that A  is centred if it is non-fiat and obeys the equalities q[A] =  0 and 

\[A] =  1. For the flat connection C we make the convention q[C\ =  0 and A[C] =  0.

R em ark 1.3.3 (a) Equations (1.3) yield the inequality /|x_g|>^ |7U|2d4x <  also 

known as Tchebychev inequality. The moral is that an increase to the radius of the 

ball Bq(A) by R results to the increase of the curvature of A over Bq(RX) by a factor 

greater than or equal to 8w2k/R2.

(b) Let be the moduli space of centred instantons over S'4. Note that consists 

of a single point, the standard 1-instanton 7(0,1). For any k > 0, M° is a smooth 

submanifold of the moduli space M*. Moreover, Mk is diffeomorphic to the product 

M fc0x R 4x (0 ,oo ).f15

1.4 Compactified moduli spaces

The moduli space Aik of ASD  connections over a simply-connected, Riemannian 4- 

manifold (Xo,go) is usually non-compact. However, one can follow K. Uhlenbeck’s 

scheme of adding ‘ideal’ boundary points in order to compactify Aik• This section 

outlines the definition of the Uhlenbeck compactification and also describes how neigh

bourhoods of points at infinity look like.

D efinition 1.4.1 An ideal g0-ASD connection of charge k, is a pair ( [A ],x i ,. . . ,x*), 

where [A] € Aik-l and (x\ ,...,xi) is a (possibly empty) /-tuple of (not necessarily 

distinct) points in X .

D efinition 1.4.2 A sequence Aa in Aik converges weakly to an ideal ASD  connection 

([A], x i , . . . ,  x/), if the following hold.

(a). There are C°° bundle maps ( a : Pk-i\x0\{Xl, . — » Pk\x0\{xi,...,x,} such that

15f For the proof, we refer to §3 of [41] or §3.2 of [14].
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(*(A a) converges (in C°°) on compact subsets to A.

(b). The action densities Tr(FAa2) converge as measures to Tr(FA2) +  E L i ¿*¿1 where 

S are delta functions at x,-.

Through the natural extension of Definition 1.4.1 to sequences of ideal connections, 

the set IM k  =  Uq=oMk-qXSpg(X ) of ideal g0-ASD  connections of charge k is given 

a second-countable, Hausdorff and metrizable topology. Let M k  be the closure of Mk 
into IM k  with respect to this topology. It is due to Uhlenbeck’s weak compactness 
theorem that the space Mk is compact, since every infinite sequence in Mk has a 

weakly convergent subsequence with limit point in Mk- The details of the proof take 

up Section 4.4 of [8] and §8 of [15].

Let us now analyze the structure of the ‘ends’ of M k  by using the gluing con

struction of Section 1.2. We pick a point ([A o],x i,.. .,x j) € M k  fl (M k-ixS pl(X )) 

such that the tuple (x i , . . . ,x / )  lies away from the diagonal of Spl(X ), namely each 

point Xi has multiplicity 1. One can then prove that every point [A] that is ‘close’ 

to ([A o],# !)- '')^ /) with respect to Uhlenbeck’s ‘weak’ topology lies in a gluing neigh

bourhood. More precisely, let [Aa] be a sequence in Mk which converges weakly to 

([A0],x i,- • •,£/)• In the way described in §4.2 of [14] and §8.2.1 of [8], the sequence 

[Aa] produces sequences of local mass centres x,a and scales A,a such that x;a—»x,- and 

A,-a—>0, 1 <  i < l-

A A,0-dilation of go arround x,a produces a sequence {ga} of conformally equivalent 

metrics on X  =  XoJ|[=1 W , where X{ = S4. This conformal blow-up process produces 

a sequence of ga-ASD  connections, [Aa] say, which converges strongly^6 to a limit 

(Ao, I\t • • •> h) over the join X q\I\=1X^ where the standard 1-instantons Ij are centred 

at the north pole n and have scale 1.

In this way, we have no ‘singular’ points in the sense that there is no curvature 

loss over the necks. To obtain an open neighbourhood of ([A o],x i,...,X () in Mk one 

simply glues up the limit ( / 1, . . . ,  //). A summary on the description of the structure 

of the ends of the compactified moduli space can be found in §8.2.2 of [8].

16f Strong convergence requires C °° convergence over compact sets away from the necks and also 

C2(Aq) +  H|=i C2(Ii) =  k.
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R em ark 1.4.3 An ambiguity appears in the preceding discussion when one attempts 

to describe neighbourhoods of boundary points ([A0],X i,.. ,,xi) with the /-tuple (x j , . . x\) 

lying on the diagonal of the symmetric product Spl(X0). In this case, as we shall see 
in Section 1.6, the limiting behaviour of the sequence [A0] is more complicated due 

to a possible loss of curvature over the gluing necks. More precisely, the correspond

ing sequence [Aa] converges now weakly to an ideal limit into the ideal moduli space 

TM-k{S4) of fc-instantons over S4. An iterated conformal blow-up procedure is then 

required to ensure that after a finite number of steps, the sequence [A0] converges 

strongly to a limit {A i}  over the join A 0V /A j.

1.5 The gluing setting of the thesis

We describe the choices of gluing data required for our purposes and discuss the impor

tance of introducing a universal gluing map which incorporates all possible variations 

of the existing gluing constructions.

1.5.1 About the first step

Let us deal with the first level of gluing, namely to glue a single copy of the stan

dard 1-instanton I  over S4 onto a background connection of a reference 4-manifold 

Xo• So, let Ak-i be the space of ASD  connections on an 5'f/(2)-bundle Pk-i over 

a simply-connected, Riemannian 4-manifold (A 0, <7o) and Qk-i be the group of gauge 

transformations of Pk-\- Let Mk be the ASD  moduli space of charge k.

The structure group SU(2) acts on Pk-\ in the obvious way and on the quaternions 

H by multiplication on the left. With respect to these actions we form the associated 

quaternionic bundle 7r : Ek-i— >A0 defined by Ek-X =  Pk-i X st/(2)H and let | | denote 

the induced inner product on £ * -1- We aim to construct an embedding

T\ : Ak-\Xgk_xEk-X — * TMk,\ = Mk JJ  Mk-ixXo .

We pick ([A0], [p]) £ A k-iX g^E k-i and choose A j =  S4 with its standard round 

metric gx. We also choose xx =  7r(p) € A 0 and x2 =  0 0  =  n € S4. Let Ax =  [/] be the 

equivalence class of the basic 1-instanton /  on S4 - see Section 1.3.
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Since the construction is non-canonical, we need to specify the other parameters 

which are involved. More precisely, we define the neck-size parameter Xp by

Ap IpI i if bl < 1
■¿i, if M >  i, p e  Ek- 1 .

With base points and scales in hand, one defines a conformal diffeomorphism f\ 
that identifies the associated annuli centred at X{,i =  1,2. The connected sum X  =  

-XoU/i S4 is then formed in the familiar way - see Section 1.3. Let us also define a 

gluing parameter g : (Ek-i)\Xl — ► Pi|oo by setting g(q) = q/\q\. The application 

of the gluing construction for single connected sums, described in Section 1.2, yields 

an approximately ASD  connection A denoted by A =  Ti(g,ir(p),Xp) =  A0$Pt\pI . 

Let us recall that the gauge equivalence class [A] consists of all elements A(p) with 

p g Gl =  Homsut2){(Ek-i)\x, Pi\oo) lying on the orbit of g with respect to the action 
of the product T^0 x T/ of the isotropy groups on Gl.

Let E£_x denote the quaternionic bundle Ek-1  with its zero section removed and 

consider the set defined by E^_x =  {p G Ek-1  : Ap =  0}. We note that if 

p € E l-1 , the glued connection A =  AqIp>\pI  lies in M k• On the other hand, if p 
lies on the zero section of Ek-1 , by construction the map Ti becomes the identity 

I d : Ak-1  x Sk-iEk-i — * Mk-\ xAfo- In this sense, T\ is roughly viewed as

T\ : Ak-i^Sk-iEl-i LI Ak-i^Sk-iEk-i —* Mk U  M k-ixX o  .
To see that T\ is an embedding, one recalls the discussion of Section 1.4: a neighbour

hood of an ideal connection on the boundary of Mk can be constructed by applying 

the gluing procedure on appropriate data. Each point in the gluing neighbourhood is 

determined by a centre and a scale which in our case are coupled to 7r(p) , pEEk-i and 

Ap E R +.

1.5.2 Universal multiple-gluing maps

Let Pk-i be a principal 5i7(2)-bundle of 2nd Chern class k — l over a simply-connected 

4-manifold Xo. With respect to the action of SU(2) on the quaternions H, we consider 

the associated quaternionic bundle 7r : Ek-i— ».Xo by setting Ek-i =  Pk-i*su(2)H. Let 

Sp^Ek-i) be the l-th symmetric product of Ek-i, defined by
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SPl(Ek. t)
Ek-i x Ek-i x ... x Ek~i 

St

The quotient space Sp^Ek-t) is a bundle over Spl(X ) with fiber Spl(H). Let Ak-t 
be the space of ASD  connections on Pk-i and Qk-t be the group of gauge transforma

tions of Pk-i. With respect to the natural action of Qk-t on Ak-t and Ek-t we form the 

quotient space Ak-tXg^Sp^Ek-t) .

Let IMk,t denote the union lM k,t =  U^=0M k -qxSpq(X ) which as explained in 

Section 1.4 can be given a second countable and Hausdorff topology through the notion 

of weak convergence of sequences of connections to ideal points. The main aim of the 

chapter is to prove that if X q and Ek-t are as above, then there is a gluing map 

Tt : Ak-tXgk-,Spl(Ek-t) — ► TMk,t such that (a) Tt is defined for all 1 <  / <  k , (b) 
T  is a diffeomorphism onto its image.

More precisely, let us pick a point ([A0],[pi*• • • ,P/]) G Ak-i*gk-,Spl(Ek-i). As 
long as the points (pi,---,pt) lie away from the diagonal of Spl(Ek-t), we explic

itly define a gluing map in the following way. We choose several copies of the stan

dard 1-instanton on S'4, namely A =  / 2 =  . . .  =  /; =  1(0,1). Following the glu

ing procedure of Section 1.2, we graft / i , . . . , / j  onto Aq at the base points x\ =  

X2 =  7r(p2), • • •, xi =  n(pt) and y =  oo =  n € S4, using the scales APl, . . . ,  API 

defined in §1.5.1. We recall that the main feature of the above grafting is that the 

points x i , . . . ,x t  must have multiplicity 1. Consequently, the procedure defines a 

map Tt : Ak-t^g^D ^Ek-t) — * Mk, where D](Ek-t) C Spl(Ek-t) is defined by 

Dl(Ek-i) =  {[piiPa* • • • ,P<] : Pi,Pi lie °n distinct fibers, i ^  j, 1 <  *, j  <  / }  .

One would naturally pose the problem of defining a gluing map, Tt say, in the case 

that some of the points (pi,p2, •. • ,P/) lie on the same fiber of Ek-t, i.e. when the base 

points on X q appear with multiplicities greater than or equal to 2. The obstacle which 

appears then concerns certain ‘energy estimates’ which would guarantee the anti-self

duality of the resulting glued connection and also the description of neighbourhoods of 

ideal boundary points of the moduli space M.k which lie on the diagonal.

We shall show that such a gluing map Tt : Ak-tXgk_,Spl(Ek-t) — ► Mk indeed 

exists and it is universal in the sense that its restriction to the parameter space 

Ak-iXgk-,D l(Ek-t) agrees with Tt.
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1.6 Bubble-tree method and gluing maps

Let Mk be the moduli space of go-ASD connections over a 4-manifold Xo. This section 

analyzes the behaviour of sequences of Mk which converge weakly to an ideal point 

(Ao, x\,. . . ,  x/), where the tuple (x i , . . . ,  x{) lies on the diagonal of Spl(X0). The results 

lead to the definition of a universal multiple-gluing map as mentioned in §1.5.2. The 

material presented here has been taken from §4.2 of [14].f17

A  rem inder o f  the problem  and a synopsis o f  the m ethod: Let [Aa] be a se

quence in Mk that converges weakly to the ideal limit ([A0], x i , . . . ,  x/) € Mk-l'xSp^Xo) 
In §1.6.1, we show that [Aa] produces sequences of local mass centres X{a and scales A;0 

such that Xja—>Xi and Ata—>0, 1 <  * <  /. We use A,a to dilate the Riemannian metric 

g0 arround x,0 producing a sequence {ya} of conformally equivalent metrics on the 

connected sum X  =  Xo^l-iXi, where Xi =  S'4. This conformal blow-ups produce a se

quence of ga-ASD connections [Aa] over X , which provided that the points ( x j , . . . ,  x;) 

are distinct converge strongly to a limit (Ao, I\,. . . ,  //)  over the join XoVi=i^*> h  being 

a copy of the standard 1-instanton over Xi = S4.

On the other hand, if the tuple (x i , . . . ,x / )  lies on the diagonal of Spl(X ), then 

the limiting behaviour of [Aa] is quite different: the sequence [Aa] converges now over 

compact subsets of A o\ {x i,.. .,x j} to a g0-ASD  connection Ao, although converges 

only weakly to (A,-, Z,-) over the join V|_iXi. As we explain in due course, provided 

that the sets Z,- =  {x j i , . . .  ,x,7;} , 1 <  *’ <  /, are empty, one can glue up the limits 

{A»}|=1 to produce an open set of M x 0,k-

However, if Z,-^0 one needs to iterate the conformal blow-ups in order to ensure that 

after a finite number of steps the sequence [Aa] converges strongly to a limit {A / } /er 

over the join AoVi>qX i .

In this way, we guarantee that all singular points are finally blown away and that 

no curvature loss occurs over the gluing necks. We then apply the known techniques to 

glue the bubble-tree limits ( A / ) / 6j  onto Ao. We therefore obtain an ASD  connection 

over X  =  |leiXi and consequently we construct open subsets of the moduli space Mx,k

17f The initial goal of [14] is the proof of that the moduli space M k ,x0 of irreducible g0-ASD  
connections of a Riemannian 4-manifold Xo has finite volume and diameter with respect to the L2 

metric g defined by - see §l(c).
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by varying the limit data. To describe open subsets of M x 0,k, we pull back through 

the family of conformal diffeomorphisms f j  determined by the procedure.

1.6.1 Conformal blow-ups

Let [A j] be a sequence in M-k converging weakly to the ideal limit ([Jf40]'> ^1» * • 

where the set Zo =  {x i, • • xi} lies on the diagonal of Spl(X ). Let us assume that the 

point Xi has multiplicity &,•> 1. Then, we note that

lim lim /  |F_4o|2dV^0 =  8ir2ki .
r - o o a - o o  J B Xi(r) “

We define sequences of local mass centres and scales associated to [y4a] and use them 

to define a sequence of conformal diffeomorphisms which ‘resolve’ the singular points 

X{. More precisely, let ro be the injectivity radius of X q, d0 <  min,^dist3o (x,-, xj) and 

50 <  ^m in{l,ro,do}- Choose an orthonormal frame u,- £ F rX o and let q =  (f>~* be the 

associated Gaussian coordinate system. For each i, we define mass centres and scales 

associated to [̂ 4a] restricted to the fixed balls BXi(so) as follows.f18

D efin ition 1.6.1 Let [A0], a:,-, So, q be as above. For each i, a sequence of mass centres 

{x !a}~  x € BXi(s0) is defined by xia =  <f>Xi(qia), where

qia =  Centre(Aa\bx.(¡.„)) =  g ^ ( l ^ t j 2 ~  l ^ d 2) ^ * ,  (1-4)

For each i , a sequence of scales {Ata}^ =1 £ (0, oo) is defined by

A,.2 =  ScaleJ( / l „ k -  »„IfliU J 1 -  |^.|2) ^ <D (1.5)

R em ark 1.6.2 We note that the above definition leads to the Tchebychev inequality

L
( 1 .6)

Hence, for R  »  1 and a  large, the balls B Xia( R X i a) contain most of the 8x2fc,- yla-energy 

bubbling off at x,a.

18f Note that lira«,-.«) -  \FAa\2)dVgo = 8tt2̂ .
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One then deduces that {x,a} — and {A ,„}—»0. Let {wJO} € F rX o be a sequence 

that converges to v Following the scenario of Section 1.2, we define diffeomorphisms 

f Xia = 4>in°d\iao<f)~̂ a, where are the corresponding Gaussian charts.f19 20 Let X'ia be 

open subsets of X,a as described in Section 1.2 and g,a be metrics as described in 

Remark 1.2.3.

We recall that gia is quasi-conformally equivalent to the round metric of S'4 with 

respect to which the identification maps f Xia are conformal. Let A{a =  /*.aA a be the 

induced sequence on Pia =  /*.oP . Let {¿'a} be a sequence of smooth metrics on the 

connected sum X  = X'0a$\=xX[a and also Aa be the induced ga-ASD  sequence over 

X . It is not hard to see that the L2-Sobolev norm of the curvature |F(A,a)| over X'ia 
satisfies the equation

8>rJ(*, +  1/2) < /  |FAJ d V }„  =  /  \FA£d.V*, <  ~  1/2) (1.7)

With the above data given, Proposition 4.3 of §4.1 of [14] asserts that the sequence 

{ Aia} has a subsequence, relabled as { A,a } , which converges weakly to an ideal gi-ASD 
connection (Aj, Z<) over X,-, 1 < i < l, where Z,- =  {x,j}^=1.t2° Equation (1.7) implies 

that (A,-, Zi) has mass %TT2ki where ki =  J2lj=o k j, each point Xij having multiplicity 

kij. We also note that A,- is a g^ASD connection on a bundle Pt—>X,- of 2nd Chern 

class kio.

H igher level blow-ups: Let us assume that the singular sets Z{ appearing on the 

ideal limits (A,-, Zi) described above are non-empty. As we shall shortly see, in this 

case the conformal blow-up process needs to be iterated such that after applying the 

process at most k times, we obtain a sequence of ga-ASD  connections A a over X  which 

is strongly convergent.

More precisely, the corresponding sequence {A ,a} converges weakly over the open 

subset X'ia near a point of multiplicity fc.j in the set Z, C X;. We apply the 

second level conformal blow-ups by working as above except in minor details: we define 

sequences of mass centres Xija =  <f>xtJ(qija) converging to and scales Aija converging 

to 0, by using the almost round metrics gia and a coordinate chart = <f>in0T~j,

19f Recall that =  x / X , x G R 4.

20f Note that Equation (1.6) ensures that Z,- C Xj\z»4.
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where 4>in(qij) =  xij and rqij denotes the translation by qij. The blow-up conformal 

diffeomorphisms are then defined using the systems (¡>Xija =  ^ nor?' '  and setting f Xija =  

For all higher level blow-ups, we carry out the process described in 

§1.6.1, until we produce a sequence {Aia} that converges weakly to an ideal limit 

(Ai, Zi), where Z, is empty.

C entred limits: To serve our later needs, we present a method of choosing the 

conformal blow-ups of (X 0,g0) in such a way that the gi-ASD limit (Ai, Zi) is centred 
in the sense of §1.3.1. The main result can be found in [14] and is displayed below for 

completeness.

T heorem  1.6.3 Let [A0] be a sequence o f go-ASD connections that converges weakly 
to ([A o],X i,.. where Z0 =  {x x ,. . . ,x j}  lies on the diagonal of Spl(X ). We choose 
so as in Definition 1.6.1. For each point x,-, the sequence [Aa] determines (a) a sequence 
{Via} of points that converges to Xi , (b) a sequence {r ,a} of scales that converges to 
0 , (c) a sequence {ii;a} € FrXo\yia of frames that converges to u,- G FrXo\Xi) with 
the following significance: let f yia be the corresponding sequence of conformal blow-ups 
and let Ayia be the induced sequence of gyia-ASD connections with weak gi-ASD limit 
(Ai, Zi) over the 4-sphere X{.

The limit (Ai,Zi) has then the following properties: (a), if Ai is not the product 
connection C , then Ai is centred, (b). if Ai =  C, then the corresponding curvature 
measure of(Ai,Z i) is centred in the sense o /§ 4.2 of [14].

For the remainder of the chapter, we require the conformal blow-ups to be chosen 

as in Theorem 1.6.3.

R em ark 1.6.4 Let [Aa] be a sequence of g0-ASD  connections over X q that converges 

weakly to ([Ao],Z q), where Z0 =  {a q ,.. . ,# /}  C Spl(X ). Let A,a be the induced se

quence of gXia-ASD  connections over X'ia with weak gi-ASD limit (Ai, Zi) over the 

4-sphere Xi. One can prove that given e >  0 and N  >  4, there exists an index a0 such 

that for any a > a0 it holds that

1 1 ^ ( 4 0 1 1 x 2 ( 0 , ^ 0 )  <  e a n d  l l l F ( ^ ) l l x 2 ( B ;a)3o) -  &n2k i | <  c ,

where fL0 =  and Bia =  BXia(Ny/\Z). This implies that in
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the limit no curvature loss occurs over the gluing necks flj.f21

Bubble-tree ideal connections and convergence: To describe the methodology of 

[14], we adapt the notion of ideal ASD  connections and convergence of Section 1.4 to 

the case of bubble-trees. Throughout, we recall the terminology introduced in Section 

1 . 2 .

Definition 1.6.5 A bubble-tree ideal go-ASD connection of charge k over the 4-manifold 

Xo, is determined by the following data.

(1 ) . A finite tree T consisting of m vertices, each vertex being indexed by an integer 

ki>0, such that (a) ¿Zieikl =  k j (b) if the vertex I  is terminal, then fc/ is greater 

than 0 , (c) there are at most k terminal vertices, excluding the base vertex 0.
(2) . A (2m—l)-tuple (A /, x /) /6 l such that (a) if I  =  0, then A0 is a g0-ASD  connection 

of charge ko>0, over the 4-manifold Xo , (b) if /  >  0, then A / is either the trivial 

product connection C or a centred gi-ASD  connection of charge fcj, over the 4-sphere 

X i with its standard round metric gj , (c) if I  =  0, then xj G Xo and if I  >  0, then 

xi € X /_ \ {x /4}.
(3 ) . If /  >  0 and Ai =  C, then there at least 2 outgoing edges emerging from I.

A bubble-tree ideal connection (A /, x / ) jer can be roughly viewed as a ‘connection’ 

over the join S/i^jXi, each sphere X / being attached to X j_ by identifying the south 

pole xi3 with xj G X /_.

Definition 1.6.6 Let Zj be the set of the ‘attachement points’ xj mentioned above. 

Let {A „} be a sequence of ga-ASD connections of charge over the multiple connected 

sum X  =  tt/ez^7-
(1) . Let Y  G Spk(X) be a symmetric fc-tuple in U/ezXj\(Zj U {xja}). Then, 

{A a} converges weakly to ((A /, x /) ieI, Y), if [Aa] converges in C°° to (A /, xj)l€l over 

compact sets of {JiziX i \(Zi U {x/s} U Y) and if the curvature densities converge as 

measures over UieiXi\{Zi U {z /* }) , be. \F{Aa)̂ ga — ► £ /e X \F(Ai)\2gj +  8tc26y , where 
6y denote delta functions at elements of Y.

(2) . The sequence {A a} converges strongly to (A /,X /)/eJ, if it converges weakly to 

((A /, x j ) /6j )  and aiso £ /e r  =  k, where kj is the charge of A /.

21 f We refer to §4.2 of [14] and Section 7.3 of [8].
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D efin ition  1.6.7 Let BM-k be the space of bubble-tree ideal g^-ASD connections over 

Ao of total charge k. Let {A a} be a sequence of g0-ASD connections of charge k, over 

Xo. We say that {A a} converges to a buhble-tree g0-ASD connection (Aj, xj)IçI G 

BAik, if there exist sequences of conformal blow-ups { / / 0} j6j with the following sig

nificance: if Âa are the induced ga-ASD  connections over the connected sum X , then 

we require that the sequence of metrics {ga}  converge in C°° on compact subsets of 

X i \ (Z i  U { x/i } )  f°  tbe metric pj, /> 0 , and that the sequence Aa converges strongly 
to the ideal g0-ASD connection (A i , x j)J6T.

Remark 1.6.8 Let M x 0,k be the closure of M x 0,k into BMk with respect to the 
convergence introduced in Definition 1.6.7. In [14], it is shown that the moduli space 

A4x0,k is compact, since any infinite sequence in M x 0,k has a strongly convergent 
subsequence with limit point in A ix0,k• Moreover, the compactification A4x0,k maps 
to the Uhlenbeck compactification Mx0,k by sending a bubble-tree ideal connection 

(Ai, x i)je3- to the corresponding Uhlenbeck ideal connection (Ao, ® i,. . . ,  xi). Corollary 

4.16 of [14] states that the projection b : M x 0,k— *M x0,k is continuous.

1.6.2 Construction of gluing maps

The kernel of this chapter is the construction of multiple-gluing maps:

f  : V c=Ak-iXQk-,Sp\Ek-i) — > M x  k , T  : V c~ A k-x * Qk_xSp\Ek-x) — > M mXotk .

The subscript V  means to recall that the parameter space of gluing data contains 

gj-ASD  connections over X i =  S4,I  > 0, which are centred in the sense of Definition 

1.3.2. In §1.6.1, we described a method of choosing the conformal diffeomorphisms / /  

such that the ideal limits (Aj) /6j  are centred.

The map X  will give rise to a universal gluing map Ti : Ak-i x ek_,Spl(Ek-,) — I M u  
which we construct in Section 1.7.

The framework: Let us consider X  =  })iç jX i  with a C°° metric g which is confor

mally equivalent to the metric go of X q. In Section 1.2, we used the gluing construction 

to define an ‘ approximate’ gluing map G : V  — > B*X k by setting G(z) =  [A'(z)]. We 

then pulled back through the family { / / }  of conformal diffeomorphisms to obtain al
most ASD connections Â'(z) over A 0.
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We will now construct a family of ASD connections on X 0, close to À!(z) once the 

neck-width parameter determining the conformal structure of X  is small.

The first task we deal with is the construction of a right inverse P to the operator 

d : f l^ X , adP) — > iî+(X , adP). Let Ax be a gj-ASD  connection over X j. By 

hypothesis, H\; =  0, therefore the operators d\’91 have right inverses Pj. We fix 

2 < p < 4 ,  4 < ç < o o  such that 1 jp — 1/q =  1/4.

We set Pi = (d^’9l)*G'^fr, where G\'91 is the Green’s operator associated to the 

Laplacian A ¿ f 1 = d '̂31 . Lemma 5.1 of [14] gives bounds of the Lq, Lp, L\

norms of P/£, namely there are constants Ci(Ai,gi,p), i =  1,2, such that for all 
£ g Lpft2(Xi,adPi), it holds that

||P/£||i,»(A7,Aj,S7) ^  ClWPltWmXrM) <  C2\\i\\LP(XI,gi) •

To define a right parametrix Q for the operator we need to patch together the 

right inverses Pj. To do so, we choose C°° cut-off functions ¡3i on each X / as in Lemma 

5.2 of [14]. Analytical estimates regarding the bounds of the error term R emerged by 

the cut-offs are presented in Lemma 5.3,5.4 of [14] and also in §7.2 of [8]. The following 

proposition summarizes the construction of the right inverse P. For the remainder of 

the chapter, we choose 6/ =  4N V\ i .

Proposition 1.6.9 There are constants Nq and bo such that for any N >N q, b>bo and 

z € 'Do the operator P =  Q( 1 +  P )-1 is a right inverse to d^9. Moreover, there are 
constants Ci(go,p,Dc),C 2 (go,p,Dc) such that for all £ € Ppi)2(X j, adPj) it holds that

Proposition 1.6.9 gives a desired uniform solution to the linearization of the ASD 
equation over X  with respect to the scale parameters A/.

We now construct families of solutions to the full ASD  equations over the connected 

sum X . More precisely, we seek solutions A(z) =  A'(z)+a(z) to the equation F +,9{A' +  
a) -  0 or equivalently d^/a +  (aAa)+’3 =  - F +’S(A.'), a € iP (X ,su (2 )). We look for 

solutions of the form a =  P£, where £ € fl+,3(X , su(2)). Therefore, the aforementioned 

ASD  equation becomes
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£ +  =  - F +’S(A') (1.8)

Proposition 1.6.9 together with the application of Lemma 7.2.23 of [8] f22 to Equa

tion (1.8) asserts that provided that the self-dual part F +,0(A') is sufficiently small, 

relative to constants depending only on A /, there is a unique small solution £ to Equa

tion (1.8). On the other hand, we know from the energy estimates of Remarks 1.2.2,

1.2.4 that this condition can be achieved by making b small. The following theorem 

summarizes our discussion.

T heorem  1.6.10 For any z € V c, there exists an L\ g-ASD connection A(z) =  
A!{z)Jra{z) over X  witha(z) =  P£(z). Moreover, there are constants Ci =  Ci{go,p,T>c) , 

i =  1,2,3, such that 1 1 « | 1 1̂1 lz.p(Jl£',p) — ̂ \\F+’9{A)\\Lp̂ x,g)—̂ /^4̂ p •
P roof: We refer to §7.2.4 of [8] and §5.1 of [14].

We now pull back the g-ASD connections A{z) through the conformal blow-ups 

f i  in order to obtain go-ASD connections A(z) =  A'(z) +  a(z), where A is defined by 

A =  / q. . . / /A  over /J"1. . and similarly for A' and a(z).

We note that A{z) =  K{z)-\-o,{z) solves the equation cfy,9a +  (aAa)+’9 = —F +,3(A'). 
Moreover, one can copy standard arguments, to check that A and A are smooth con

nections of Mx,k and M x 0,k, respectively.!23 The following theorem summarizes the 

construction of the desired gluing maps.

T heorem  1.6.11 Let Ai be gi-ASD connections on SU(2) bundles Pi over manifolds 
X i , / €  I .  Let X  =  jieiX i be the associated connected sum with a metric g which is 
determined by the choice of centres {a:/}, orthonormal frames {u j} ; scales {A /} and 

fixed neck-size parameter N. Let P be the connected sum bundle over X  of 2nd Chern 
class k and let A =  rm x/eiA /. A space T>c of gluing parameters can be chosen so 
that there is a C°° homeomorphism Q : V c — * UC.M*X k onto an open set defined by 
G(z) =  [A(z)] , where A(z) =  A {z) +  a(z), a(z) =  P£(z) and £(2 ) are as in Theorem 
1.6.10. Moreover, for any v > 0 and 4<q <  0 0 , the space T>c can be chosen such that 

U =  {[^4] € M*x k : Dq([Ax ij],[Ai]) < v}, for all I .f 24

22f The proof of that lemma is an application of the contraction mapping principle.

23f See §7.2.2 of [8].

24f The distance function D q is defined by Dq([A], [B]) =  in fhee\\A -  h-B\\L<i(x,g)-
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P roof: We refer to §7.2.2 of [8] generalized to the case o f multiple connected sums.

C orollary 1.6.12 Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.6.11, there is a homeomorphism 
F  : V c — > V C M*Xa k onto an open subset defined by Q{z) =  [A{z]], where V C M Xoik 
is the pull-back of the open set U C M Xik ° f  Theorem 1.6.11.

N eighbourhoods o f  points at infinity: As we saw in Section 1.4, provided that 

the base points on Xo are chosen to be distinct, the gluing maps of Section 1.2 describe 

neighbourhoods of the bubbling ends of the compactified moduli space M.k,x0 away 

from the diagonal. We extend this result by proving that in fact every boundary point 
in M. k,xo has a neighbourhood constructible by gluing.

T heorem  1.6.13 Let the assumptions o f Theorem 1.6.11 hold. It then holds that

(a) The approximate gluing map Q : V  — > BX k is a C°° embedding.

(b) The extended gluing map T  : T>c — ► U C AAXk is a diffeomorphism onto an open 
subset.

P roof: (a). The proof uses the same argument required for (b ), so it is ommited.

(b). According to Theorem 1.6.11, the map T  is a homeomorphism. Since dim T> =  

dim X iX)k i ^ suffices to prove that F  is also an immersion. On the level of connections 

one sees that there is a C°° gluing map which is an immersion and then concludes that 

the induced map on the level of quotients is a diffeomorphism. The various steps of 
the proof are analysed in §5.2 of [14]. □

C orollary  1.6.14 Under the assumptions of Theorem 2.6.11, the following holds.

(a) The approximate gluing map Q : V c — ► BXo,k is a C°° embedding.

(b)  The extended gluing map T : V c — ► ldCAiXoik is a diffeomorphism onto an open 
subset.

Theorem 5.12 of [14] asserts that the all ends of the Uhlenbeck compactification 

can be covered by gluing neighbourhoods. We summarise it below for convenience.

T heorem  1.6.15 Consider the assumptions o f Theorem 1.6.11. Let {A a} be a se

quence o f ga-ASD connections over X  =  jji^jXi, the metric ga being determined by 
sequences of scales {A /a}  converging to 0, points {# /„ }  converging to { x / }  and frames 
in FrXo\Xla converging to frames in F rX o|x/. We assume that {A a}  converges strongly
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to the bubble-tree limit (A /)Je2-. For a0 sufficiently large, there exists a gluing neigh- 
bourhoodU such that [Aa] 6 U, for all a > aQ.

P roo f: We refer to Theorem 5.12 of [14] and §7.3.1 of [8].

C orollary 1.6.16 Let the assumptions of Theorem 1.6.11 hold. For every boundary 
point (Ao, x i , . . . ,  X/) € A ix0,k> there exists a neighbourhood Af and a parameter space 
V c such that if Af =  Af f| A ix0,k, then the gluing map T  : V c — ► AT C M x 0,k is a 
diffeomorphism.

1.7 The space J M k

The fact that the gluing map T  of Section 1.6 is a diifeomorphism onto its image com

bined with the study of a natural stratification of the space Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i), 0 < 

l <  k, of gluing data lead to the construction of a ‘well-structured’ space JAik. Our 

construction essentially follows an inductive argument on l. More precisely, in Section 

§1.5 we defined a gluing map

T\ : — ► TAik.\ =  Aik]_\Aik-ixXo ,

by setting A =  Ti(Ao, Q,n{p), Ap) =  Aotip.ApJ,!25 where /  denotes the standard 1- 
instanton on S'4. We recall that if is the bundle Ek-i with its zero section removed 

and p 6 E%_x, we can simply apply the gluing process to obtain a class [A] 6 Aik- 
However, in case that p lies on the zero section of Ek-\ the picture is different: for 

p € El_i =  {p € Ek-1  : |p| =  0}, by construction the map 2\ clearly becomes the iden

tity Id : Ak-i X g^X o  — * Aik-1  xXo since the chosen neck-width parameter Xp =  |p| 

vanishes, so roughly speaking we glue a bubble at x =  7r(p). We now recall that

(a ) . T\ is a diffeomorphism onto its image, so we identify Ak-i Xg^Ek-i*  with its 

image T^A k-iX g^E k-i*) in Aik,

(b )  . Ak-\Xgk_xEk-\ is naturally embedded in Ak-\Xgk_xEk-\.

We proceed to connect the spaces AAk and Ak-i Xgk_x Ek-\ along Ak-\Xgk_xEk-\* 
in the apparent way and hence define a space

JAAk.x =  Aik U Tl A k-iX g^E k-x  =  Mk U ^ fc_iX ^ A k-iX gk_xEk-\ .

25f Recall that Ek- 1  =  ■f’fc-i><s[7(2)H.
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We note that the stratum Ak-\ X g^E k-i is of the same homotopy type with the 

stratum M k-i X X  of IM k  since Ek-\ =  Pk-i xst/(2)H is a quaternionic vector bundle 

over Xo. We also observe that J  Mk,\ and TMk,\ coincide as sets since the union 

Ak-\ x Gk-i Uti A4 k is realized along the complement of the zero section of Ek-\. 
Finally, the discussion of Section 1.6 actually asserts that the space JM k,i with its 

natural topology coincides with the ideal moduli space IM k,i =  MkMMk-i x X  given 
the topology induced by the notion of weak convergence, in the sense that every weakly 

convergent sequence of Mk converges into J  Mk with respect to its identification topol

ogy.

For 2<l<k, let us now construct the generalized analogue JMk,i of JM k.i by 

using a family of gluing maps

{ f i } i  ' Ak-iy-gk_lSpl{Ek~i) — ► TMk,i ,

the construction of which emerges explicitly from Corollary 1.6.14. More precisely, let 

([A>],[pi.---fPi]) e  Ak-iXgk- tSpl(Ek-i). As long as the base points (7r(pi),. . . , 7r(p,)) 
lie away from the diagonal of Spl(X,o), one uses centres xx =  7r(pi) , . . .  ,x\ =  n(pi) and 

y =  oo =  n G S4 and scales APl, . . . ,  AP| to graft the standard 1-instantons Ix =  / 2 =  

. . .  =  // =  7(0,1) onto A0.

In case that the points (p i,. . . , pi) G  —/) project on the diagonal of Spl(X ),

one considers choices of bubble-tree limits (/4/ ) / €i  as discussed in §1.6.1 — §1.6.2. The 

key point is that Corollary 1.6.14 ensures that the gluing map defined in this way 

gives a diffeomorphism of Ak-iXg^Sp^Ek-i) onto its image. We observe now that 

the gluing parameter space Ak-iXg^Sp^Ek-i) has a natural filration

Ak-iXgk̂ Spl(Ek-*) D Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i)i D . . .  D Ak~iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i)i,

the q-th ‘level’ Ak-iXQk_lSp\Ek-i)q of which is defined by 

Ak-iXgk.,Spl(Ek-i)q =  {[A ,(p i,...,p j)] € Ak-iXg^Sp'iEk-i) : at most q -  1 of
the points (p i,.. .,p;) are of zero length} .

We consider the corresponding stratification of Ak-i'Xgk_lSpl(Ek-i), namely

Ak-iXgk- tSpl(Ek-i) =  A k-ix Spl(Ek-* )  U Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i)i U . . .  

. . .  0  Ak-iXgh_,Spl(Ek~i)i-i II Ak-iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i)i.
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We recall that if [p i,. . .  ,p;] € Spl(Ek-i*),]26 we glue in the familiar way to obtain 

a class [A] € Mk- On the other hand, let us assume that \px,---,Pi] G Spl(Ek-i)i, 
with |pi | =  0 say. Then, the scale parameter APl vanishes, so the gluing construction 

yields a pair ([y4],Xi) of an ASD  connection of charge k — 1 and a curvature-bubble 

at xi =  7r(pi). Apparently, the procedure follows an inductive pattern, namely if 

[p i , . . . ,# ]  € Spl(Ek-i)q, 2<q<l, with |pi| =  |p2| =  . . .  =  \pq\ =  0 say, the scale pa
rameters APi, vanish. The stratum Ak-iXg^Sp^Ek-^q can then be identified

with the space

Ak-iXgkJ S p ,-'l(E k-nxSp'1(X )] .

The gluing map employs the base points of Spl~q(Ek-*) to produce an ASD  con

nection of charge k — q, whilst the points ( i i ,  x2, • • •, xq) G Spq(X ) are mapped through 

the identity forming in this way the centres of concentration for the curvature. The 

above construction together with Corollary 1.6.14 establish Theorem 1.1.1.

We now work on similar grounds with the case / =  1. We observe that for any 

l<q<l, we have that

(a ) . Tq is a diffeomorphism, so we may identify Ak-qXgk_qSpq(Ek-q)q-x with its image
Tq{Ak-qXgk_qSpq(Ek-q)q-\CMk-q+\XSpq+l {X )  into

(b )  . Ak-qXgk_qSpl{Ek-q)q-\ is naturally embedded in Ak-qXgk_qSpq{Ek-q) .

Hence, for any 1 < q < l , we proceed to connect the spaces A k-qXgk_qSpq{Ek-q) and

ZMk,q-1 along the stratum Ak-qXgk_qSpq(Ek-q)q-x, in order to define a space

JM k,i =  Mk II*; Ak-i x g ^ E k -i  U*i •Ak-2Xgk_2Sp2(Ek-2) U^| • ••

• • • ]l^A k-lX gk_lSpl(Ek-i)- 
where

Mk LJf* Ak-xXg^E k-i =  M k  L U .  >lX(w E ^ A k-lX g^ E k -x  , 

whilst we inductively define

Ak-qXgk_qSpk- q(Ek-q) Lb*., ^k-(q+X)Xgk_{q+i)Spq+1(Ek-(q+X)) =

Ak-qXgk_qSp q(Ek-q) Xgk_̂ q̂ S p q̂  (Ek-(q+X))-

26f Recall that Ek_ t is the bundle Pk-i><su(2)H- — * X q with its zero section removed.
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We note that the stratum Ak~q'Xçk_qSpg(Ek-q) is homotopically equivalent to the 

stratum M k -q x Spq(X0) of TMk  since Ek-q =  Pk-q’Xsup)H is a quaternionic vector 

bundle over Xo. We also observe that, by construction, 3  Mk =  3 Mk,k and XA4* 

coincide as sets. Finally, one checks that by construction the space J  Mk with its 

natural identification topology coincides with the ideal moduli space TMk given the 

topology induced by the notion of weak convergence.

R em ark 1.7.1 To be rigorous as far as the inductive construction of the space J  Mk 
is concerned, one must show that the transition of the gluing map T\ from the set 

V  =  GlXlxB Xl(r0)x (0, Ao) of gluing data described above to the set

V°c =  € n ieI^ x ^ ( - o ) x [0,A0) : A/ =  0 for some / }  .

is continuous. For the proof of this fact, we refer to Proposition 5.14 of [14] or Propo

sition 7.2.64 of [8].



Chapter 2

The Palais-Smale structure of

2.1 Main Results

Let Pk be a principal 5'i/(2)-bundle of 2nd Chern class c2{Pk) =  k over a simply- 

connected, closed, oriented, 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold X . Let Bk be the 

moduli space of gauge equivalence classes of all connections on Pk. In this chapter, 

we study the limiting behaviour of C-sequences of Bk, namely sequences of Bk with 

uniformly bounded Yang-Mills functional and functional gradient tending to zero. More 

precisely, in [41], C. Taubes exposes certain aspects of the behaviour of C-sequences, 

namely sets of C-sequences of Bk are Z^-Sobolev tubular neighbourhoods of finite 

dimensional sets whose image in Bk is parametrized via an iterated gluing operation 

by a finite dimensional space of data which are exhibited in Section 2.3.

Motivated by this result, we employ the approximate gluing maps of Chapter 1 and 

use a natural stratification of the associated parameter space of gluing data in order 

to construct a space J B k which by definition carries a natural identification topology.

We then show that JBk forms a completion for the set of C-sequences of Bk, namely 

with respect to the identification topology, every C-sequence in Bk have a convergent 

subsequence with limit point in JBk. The reason that makes the study of C-sequences 

particularly interesting originates in Morse theory and is discussed briefly in Section 
2.2 - see also Section 0.2.

48
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2.2 The relevant ends of B*.

Let yM . : Bk — * R be the Yang-Mills functional on Bk defined by the square of the L* 2- 
Sobolev norm of the curvature [8], [24]. It is known that elements of the moduli space 

M k  of anti-self-dual connections of charge k are absolute minima of the functional y M

[8], [25]. The fact that Donaldson theory [8], [9], [10] related the minimal manifold Mk 
to the differential-topology of the underlying 4-manifold X  in an intimate way suggests 

that non-minimal critical points of y M  on Bk f 1 could reveal non-trivial information 

about the topology of X .

In spite of the fact that Morse theory [31] can provide the framework for examining 

such a relationship, an obstacle appears because of that Bk is an infinite-dimensional 

space, therefore non-compact. It is long known that any ‘naive’ f2 Morse theory will 

fail to work for y M .

To ‘recover’ the Morse theory for y M  (in the sense of Theorem 1.1 of [41]), C. 

Taubes analyzes the restriction of y M  to a countable set of finite-dimensional, non

compact varieties, the so-called relevant ends of Bk with respect to the Yang-Mills 

functional. Since the relevant ends are ‘narrow’ tubular neighbourhoods o f sets of C- 
sequences in Bk [41], we convert our initial question to studying the limiting behaviour 

of those sequences up to convergence of subsequences.

2.2.1 The Palais-Smale condition

Let Z  be a non-compact, Banach manifold and /  be a smooth functional on Z. Given 

an infinite sequence { za} € Z , there are conditions imposed on the real sequence 

{ f ( z a)}  which when satisfied imply that the hessian data of the set of critical points of 

f  can be used to compute certain topological properties of Z. The most known such 

condition is the Palais-Smale condition which holds for a pair (Z, f )  if the following is 

true: each sequence {za}  € Z  such that (a) { / ( z 0) }  is bounded and (b ) the sequence 

{|| V f ( z a) ||} of gradients of { f ( z a)} tends to zero, has a convergent subsequence in Z.

Sequences of connections that satisfy Conditions (a) and (b) will henceforth be

D The existence of non-minimal critical points of Y M  over the 4-sphere is proved in [40] for k =  1, 
whilst for any value of k is proved by Sadun and Segert.

2f To use C. Taubes’ expression for SU(2)-equivariant Morse theory.
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referred to as C-sequences. We note that the Palais-Smale condition is a compacti- 

fication condition and is satisfied automatically whenever Z  is compact. Moreover, 

C-sequences in a compact Z  converge to critical points of / .  The condition can fail for 

an infinite-dimensional manifold Z  because of the non-compactness.

Therefore, when dealing with a non-compact variational problem we naturally focus 

on C-sequences and investigate their limiting behaviour according to the following 

scheme.

(a) Determine the non-compact ends of Z  which are ‘relevant’ to the functional / ,  i.e. 

the sets of points with bounded energy and functional gradient tending to zero,

(b) Analyze the behaviour of /  on the relevant ends.

D efinition 2.2.1 Let £  be a fixed energy for /  and 6 be a small positive number. 

The (E , ¿)-end of Z  relevant to /  is defined by

Crit(E,6) =  { z e Z :  | f(z )  -  E\ < 6 and ||V/J < S},

where | | is the standard norm in R  and || || is a norm on the tangent space TZ  which 

can be weaker than the canonical norm.

The key point is that in non-compact variational problems, a deep understanding of 

the topological properties of the relevant ends can contribute to answer what topological 

features of the manifold Z  are represented by critical points of / .  The algebraic- 

topological framework required to analyze /  in the non-compact ends introduces a set 

Crit(E,S)~ = {z  € Crit(E,S) : f (z )  <  E } and for given S > S' >  0 considers the 

natural inclusion of pairs i : (Crit(E, <$'), Crit(E , S')~) — ► (Crit(E , £), Crit(E , S)~).

As it is shown in [41], it is the behaviour of the map i on the relative homotopy 

groups of the above pairs which determine whether the ends Crit(E,S) contribute to 

the Morse theory of /  on Z. As this construction is beyond the scope of this text, we 

refer to Section 2 of [41] for a non-technical description.

The case (Z , f ) = (Bk,yM):  Let us consider the above situation for the Yang-Mills 

functional yM.  on the moduli space Bk of all connections of charge k. As already 

mentioned, the Palais-Smale condition fails for the Yang-Mills functional since Bk is 

infinite-dimensional. We aim to construct a space JBk in which every C-sequence 

in Bk has a convergent subsequence. The scheme proposed above, leads us to define
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the relevant ends of Bk determined by the functional y M . Therefore, we fix positive 

Yang-Mills energy E  and consider a small positive number 8.

The (E, ¿>)-end of Bk relevant to yM . is then defined by

Crit(E,8) =  {[A] € Bk : \yM (A) - E \ < 8  and \\VyMA\\ < 8},

where the norm || || is defined in §2 of Section 3 of [41]. These are the ‘ critical ends’ of 

Bk in the sense that sequences in Crit(E,8) may tend to infinity without converging 

to critical points. Let [Aa] be a sequence in Crit(E,8), i.e. \YM(Aa) — E\ < 8 and 

IIVFM^H < 8. If we let 8 —► 0, then [Aa] actually becomes a C-sequence. Hence, the 

set Crit(E,8) forms a ¿-tubular neighbourhood of C-sequences Bk of energy E. This 

is precisely the reason that we study these sequences: to analyze the structure of the 

non-compact ends Crit(E,8) of Bk-

The main step in the analysis is the study of the limiting behaviour of sequences 

{A a E Crit(E,2~a8)}a. K. Uhlenbeck’s weak compactness theorem [15] is the main tool 

in this analysis, the typical pathology being the convergence to a critical point of the 

y M  functional off a finite set of points of the underlying 4-manifold X . However, the 

charge of the ‘limit orbit’ may not be equal to the charge of the reference sequence. 

Thus, to a first approximation, the relevand ends of Bk form a disjoint union of sets 

that are parametrized by finite sets of points in X  and by critical points of the y M  
functional that are orbits of connections on some allowed set of principal SU(2)-bundles 

over X .

As it will soon become evident, one certainly needs additional parameters to de

scribe the structure of the relevant ends. More precisely, as we shall see in Section 

2.4, as the index of {A a € Crit(E, 2-0£ )}0 increases the term Aa gets closer to a 

‘point’ which lies in the image of an iterated gluing map described in Section 2.3. This 

parametrization uses topological data of the 4-manifold X , namely configurations of 

points on fiber bundles over X  and critical points of the Yang-Mills functional on the 

4-sphere. Moreover, the total number of data involved in the construction is bounded 

by a linear function of the energy E.

N on-com pact variational problem s: The Yang-Mills functional y M  exhibits phe

nomena that are also found in other (elliptic) variational problems, where the functional 

/  fails to satisfy the Palais-Smale condition on a Banach manifold Z. An example is
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provided for instance by the harmonic map problem, where one studies the energy 
functional E(<f>) =  fx  \V2<j)\volX on the Banach manifold Z  =  {<f> : E— ►(X,u;)} of 

harmonic maps from a Riemann surface E to a Kahler manifold {X,w) - see [37], [38].

In all these problems, the behaviour of a sequence {A a £ Crit(E,2~a8)}a C Z  
is parametrized by data that are composed of (a) a solution to the Euler-Lagrange 

equation of the particular variational problem on the reference Riemannian manifold 

X  and a set of a finite number of 4-tuples composed of (b) a properly centred solution 

to an appropriate conformally invariant set of equations on the standard sphere of the 

same dimension with X , (c) a conformal dilation of the standard sphere, (d) a gluing 
parameterf3 and (e) a base point on X .

Let us note that the data (a) — (e) are usually required to obey certain energy 

constraints, namely the value of the given functional, evaluated on a solution in (a) 

plus the sum of the values of an appropriate conformally invariant functional, evaluated 

on the solutions in (b) is required to equal a fixed energy E.

The procedure one follows then is schematically described below: we take the so

lution of (a) on X  and by using the gluing parameters in (d) we glue up the sphere 

solutions in (b) by identifying a neighbourhood of the point in (e) with a neighbour

hood of the north pole of S4, after conformally dilating them using elements in (c). 

The data (b) — (e) are usually called gluing data.

2.3 An iterated gluing scheme

A n O verview : Let Pk be an SU(2) bundle over a simply-connected 4-manifold X  
and Bk be the moduli space of all connections on Pk. For fixed Yang-Mills energy 

E >  0, it is shown in [41] that the relevant end Crit(E,8) is an 5'f/(2)-invariant, 

tubular neighbourhood of a set Af(E) C Bk which can be parametrized by data defined 

inductively as follows:

e =  [A0, [qa,e a]] , 1 <  a < oo . (2.1)

3f To be able to ‘add’ elements of a non-linear space of sections of an appropriate connected sum 

fiber bundle, we need to choose a local identification of fibers over the individual summands. For each

point in (e), a gluing parameter provides such an identification map.
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In Equation (2.1), A0 is a smooth connection on an SU(2) bundle P0 —► X  of 2nd 

Chern class ko < k. Moreover, Aq is a solution to the Yang-Mills equations over X. 
Henceforth, Aq will be refered to as the background connection. The set {qa} consists 

of points in P0®FrX , where n : F rX  —* X  is the bundle of orthonormal frames over 

X . We recall that if (p, v) G P0® FrX , then the frame v defines a normal geodesic 

system for the base point x =  7r(p). Let us stress here that the points {g0} G X  are 

required to be distinct.

In Equation (2.1), e0 is a member of a set that is parametrized as follows:

®a — ( ”̂ a? [Paj •'daj [?a,6j ®o,ft]]) j 1 ^  5 <C OO . ('2.2)

We recall that Att G (0,1] is a scale parameter which measures the width of the neck 

of the connected sum of X  with the 4-sphere S4. In Equation (2.2), pa is a point on the 

fiber over the north pole in S4 of an 5f/(2)-bundle Pa of 2nd Chern class ka < k — k0. 
We should mention that Aa is a suitably centred solution of the Yang-Mills equation 

on S4 in the sense of §1.3.3.

As it is already known from Chapter 1, the idea is to apply a cut and paste operation 

in order to graft the instantons Aa onto the background connection A0, using the data 

{qa, Aa, Pa}• To define each point qa:b, we fix a conformal diffeomorphism <t>, namely 

the inverse of the stereographic projection. Then, {<7a,i>} is a set of distinct points of 

$*Pa and ea b is an element that is defined inductively using Equation (2.2).

The process continues, to produce a finite set {ea, ea)b,. . . ,  and for the point

ea,b,-,z it holds that ea>b...* =  (A0i&... *,[p0)6... z,A i,6,...,*]), i.e. e a,b,...,z forms the last step
in the gluing construction and the connection Aa,b,...,x cannot be of zero curvature. The 

gluing data chosen above are bound to satisfy the following sum-rules:

k0 +  5^(^a +  +  • • • +  ^2 ka,b,...,z)- - •) =  k (2.3)

y M ( A j  +  B r W " ! . )  +  E iy M U ./ .)  +  . . .  +  E y M ( A . , ... . ) . ..) =  e  (2.4)
a b z

These constraints plus the gap theorems in [43] imply that the total number of 

terms appearing in the construction is bounded by a linear function of E.\4

4f Roughly speaking, we keep gluing until we exhaust the available energy E.
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2.3.1 The gluing method

In [41], [43], C. Taubes employs an iterated gluing construction to define a gluing map

T : [A(Po)xg(p0)(Po ® F rX  ® (0,1])] x 5[/(2)x50(4) [.4(P i)x i?(p1).Pi|n] — ► Bk ,

where Bk is the moduli space of connections on an 5I/(2)-bundle of 2nd Chern class 

k =  k0 +  k\. We survey the construction of the map T, the detailed exposition of which 

can be found in Section 2 of [41]. For the convenience of the reader we have followed 

closely the notation of [41].

More precisely, the group 5 0 (4 ) acts on F rX  and ^ (P iJx^p^P i^  by (u , / )  —> 

f  • u-1 and (u, [A,p]) ■—> [u-1A,p], respectively. We note that the inverse $ : R 4 — ► 

S4\{n} of the stereographic projection from the north pole n, provides a homomor

phism of 50 (4 ) into the group of conformal diffeomorphisms of 5 4 which fix n. A 

choice v G F rX  defines a unique Gaussian coordinate system for the base point 

7r(v) =  x G X . We note that ^¡c-1 identifies Bx( 1) C X  with £?o(l) C R4 and 

identifies Bx{ 1) with the ball of radius ir in 5 4 and also x with the south pole s.

We choose a gluing parameter g : Po\x — ► Pi|n which we extend over U =  Ri;(l)\x 

as follows. A point (A0,po) £ A(Po)xg(p0)Po determines a section s(A0,p0) of PQ over 

Bx( 1) through the A0-parallel transport of p0 along the short radial geodesics through 

x . This section clearly defines a trivialization of P0 over Bx( 1). Similarly, a point 

{A\,p\) € A(Pi)'Xg(p1)Pi, defines a section s(Ai,px) of Pl} thus a trivialization of Px 
over 5 4\{n}. We identify these trivializations in order to obtain a principal SU(2) 

bundle P =  Po$Px of charge k0 +  kx over the connected sum Y  =  X$S4. Let us denote 

P  by P(w) to stress its dependence upon the gluing data

w =  [([A0,Po],/,A ), [AuPi}}eA(P0)x g {Po)(Po®F r X x (  0, 1])x 5[/(2)xso(4)M(-Pi ) x £7(Pj)Pi |J.

Next, we define a family of connections { A (u ,t) G B (P(u)) : t G (0 ,1 /8]} for a 

point u> as above. More precisely, let n\(y) = {n(|y|/A) : y G R4, A G (0,1]} be a 

family of smooth cut-off functions with values in [0,1]. We require that n(z) =  0 if 

z < 1/2 and n(z) =  1 if z > 1. Given t G (0,1/8], we define a family of connections 

{A(u>,t): t € (0 ,1 /8]} on P(uj)Bi^ x , by the formula

A(u>,t) — C  +  ng\(j)(Ao)(ho)*Ao +  (1 — nv/^)A*^(Ai)(/ii)*Ai ,
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where C is the trivial product connection on P(cu).f5 Let us note here that P(u>) was 

constructed in such a way that it has a canonical product structure over U.

On the set Z\ =  {p € S'4 : dist(p,x) > y/X/t}, P(u) is canonically identified with 

P0 and a family of connections {A(uj,t) : t € (0 ,1 /8 ]} on P(u>)|zj is given by setting 

A(u>, t) =  Aq. Similarly, on Z2 =  {p € Bi(x) : dist(p,x) <  A /2}, P(w) is identified 

with A*Pi and a family of connections {A (u ,t) : t 6 (0 ,1 /8]} on P(u)\z2 is given by 

setting A (u,t) =  X*Ai. These three families agree where the domains of the definition 

overlap, therefore they define a smooth family of glued connections on P (cj).

Let us now consider l principal SU(2) bundles Pa — ► S4 of 2nd Chern class ka, a =  

1 , . . The map T can be generalized in a straightforward way to give a map

0 ;(t) : A(Po)’Xg{p0)Spl(PolSiFrXx (0,1]) x 5£/(2)xSO(4) I lM ( ^ “ ) ><i?(Po)(-pa|n))* — ► &k ,

where k =  J2la=o on a'ms signify that the base points {x a}  in
the product Spl(Po <Z> F rX  x (0,1]) must be distinct and that the set of scales {A} must 

obey the constraint

+  <  ^dist(za, x&) .

When X  =  R 4, one can use a fixed global Euclidean coordinate system and use the 

gluing operation to construct the equivalent of the map Q(t)r More precisely, assuming 

the same restrictions as in &i(t) one defines a gluing map

0 ,(0 ,t ) : A(P0)xg(p0)Spl((P0 x (0, lD x s t /^ n tA ^ X iH P ^ P a iJ )* )  — * &k .

We also observe that if X  =  S4 and consider P0 —* S4 to be a principal SU(2)- 

bundle, then 0,(0, t) induces a gluing map

0 ,(1 ,0  : A{Po)xG{po)Spl{Po\st^  X (0,1]) Xs[/(2) J"J(.A(Pa) X^(po)(Po|n))* — > Bk .

The map 0,(1, t) is obtained from 0,(0, t) via the inverse $  of the stereographic 

projection. The introduction of 0,(1, t) facilitates certain apriori estimates which are

5f Let us note that a conformal dilation of S4 with source the south pole and sink the north 

pole is equivalent to a rescaling of R 4 via the inverse $  of the stereographic projection. Under this 

identification, X denotes both the number in (0,oo) and the conformal dilation of SA.
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required when the gluing map is iterated as in 2.3.2. If the base point on S4 is the 

north pole n, then 0(1, t) lifts to a map

© i(M ) : [po\n x 'A(po)xg(p0)Spl(Po\siXn x (0 ,l] ]x 5[/(2)JJ(^(Pa) x i;(pa)(Pa|n))* — ► Bk.

2.3.2 An iterated gluing map

To analyze the limiting behaviour of C-sequences in Bk we need to define a gluing 

map 7Zi whose domain {e a, ea)&,. . . ,  defined inductively by Equation (2.2), is

required to satisfy various constraints. Namely, let Pk be an SU(2) bundle over the 

4-manifold X  and E  >  0 be a fixed Yang-Mills energy.

Constraint 1: We define £{P , E ) to be the set £ =  {e =  [A0, [qa, ea]]}, where the data 

{e }  is defined inductively by Equations (2.2)-(2.4) but with the following restriction. 

Let us denote the data {e0, eaij , . . . ,  eatbt_ iZ}  by e . .. =  (A . . . ,  \p. .., A . .., [q.. .z, t . . .z]]). 

If A is a smooth instanton on S4, we define the centre y[A\ and scale A [A] of A byf6

y[A\ =  y M (A )- '  jy\VFA<Py S R* , X[Af =  ^ J \ y  -  j[4]|2|rF^|2A  ,

and require that the instantons of £ satisfy y[A\ =  0 and A [A] =  1. We also require 

that

+  (2.5)

where the constant n0 € (0 ,1 /4) is defined in Lemma 9.1 of [41]. From the data e 6 £, 

let us denote by e the set e =  {[A0], [A„],. . . ,  [A^,...,*]}.

Constraint 2: Given t € (0,1/8], we define a domain £(P , E ,t) C £(P, E) as follows. 

We require of e € £ (P ,E ,t) that the data {Aa... 2,7r(g0,...,«)} obey

A...,, < i  and +  <  1 (2.6)

Here, dist(-, •) is the geodesic distance on X  for {A„.)Z, 7r(̂ ..,|i)}  =  {Az, ir(qz)}, 
otherwise it is the Euclidean distance on R 4.

6f Compare with the definition of §1.3.3.
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Constraint 3: We require of e G £(P ,E ,t) that {([A a.„], \a,...,z, ’''('J'a,...,*)} °bey the 

inequality

f  disti-.x)-1 IfUl’ <  (« 0  jV Â )  . (2.7)

T he gluing m ap: Given t G (0,1/8], we define a map 7Zi : £{P, E ,t) — ► B(P) by

7^;(e) =  0/(^)([Ao> [Ça» ^ai [0/(1» t) (.Pat •'4») [io,i» [0(1» T) (• • • [Pa,6,...,2j Aatbf...tZ] ...)•••

where 0/(1, t) (•) is any connection with gauge orbit 0/(1, <)(•), as in 2.3.1.

The gluing map 1Zi is iterated in the sense that the connections on S4 that we 

attach to the base manifold X  are themselves formed from a gluing construction on S4 
- see construction of map 0/(1, t). We recall that a similar iterative scheme was used 

in Chapter 1 to prove the existence of a universal gluing map.

2.4 The limiting behaviour of C-sequences in Bk

In this section, we expose the limiting behaviour of C-sequences of Bk following the 

results of [41], [43]. As we have already explained in Section 2.2, given a Yang-Mills 

energy E , one first determines the relevant ends Crit(E, 5) in Bk and uses Uhlenbeck’s 

weak compactness theorem [45] and removability of singularities theorem [44] to analyze 

the behaviour of sequences in Crit(E,8). The key result is proved in Section 4 of [43] 

and is summarized for convenience below.

P roposition  2.4.1 Let Pk be an SU(2)-bundle over X . Let {[A /]} be a C-sequence of 
orbits in Bk- Then, there exists (a.) a set of points ii =  {x TO} C X  , (b)  a principal 
SU(2)-bundle P0 over X  of 2nd Chern class k0 <  k , (c) a smooth connection A0 on 
P0 such that yM (A o)  <  E and which solves the Yang-Mills equations on X  , (d) a 
sequence of bundle isomorphisms {gi} G Lz2{Iso{P\Y, /o|y))» where Y  =  X\fl , (e)  a 
set of l pairs {(-Pa»Aa) } 0, where each Pa is a principal SU(2)-bundle of class ka and 
Aa is a smooth connection on Pa which solves the Yang-Mills equations on S4. Then, 
there exists a subsequence of which converges to Aq in the L\2-Sobolev topology

on Y. Furthermore, the following sum-rules are satisfied:

ko +  ' Z k« =  k and yM (A o) +  Y ,y M ( A a) =  E .
a a
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The set fi is characterised in Proposition 4.5 of [43], namely there exists a constant 

k > 0 such that if for an open set U C X  it holds that lim-inf then

U f| ii =  0- In Proposition 2.4.1, the failure of convergence of the sequence {gjAj} 
at the points of Cl is due to the ‘bubbling’ of the curvature. The data {(P „ ,A 0)} is 

obtained by studying precisely this behaviour.

The forthcoming arguments concerning the asymptotical behaviour of C-sequences 

require the introduction of a particular class of sequences of gluing data in £(P, E).

D efinition 2.4.2 A limit sequence of gluing data in £  is a sequence {e[i]} whose 

dependence on the index i has the following properties.

(a) . The induced sequence of 2nd Chern classes is such that {&0[i], k . .. [i]} =  {fc0, &}, 
i.e. it is independent of i.

(b) . The induced sequence of orbits is such that {[Ao[i]] £ Bko, [A ...  [¿]] £ B(k . . . ) }  =  

{[Ao], [A ... [¿]]}, i.e. it is independent of i.

(c )  . Each sequence {A . . .  [*]} of scales is monotonically decreasing to zero.

(d ) . Each sequence {n (q . . .  [*'])} is convergent.

Condition (a) asserts that the terms of the induced sequence {P0[i]} of SU(2)- 

bundles over X  lie in the same isomorphic class. Similarly, the terms of the induced 

sequence {P...[*]} of ^f/(2)-bundles over S4 are isomorphic. Condition (b) asserts that 

the terms of the induced sequence {Ao[i]} of background connections over X  lie in the 

same gauge equivalence class. Similarly, the induced sequence {A...[i]} of connections 

over S4 are gauge equivalent.

The following proposition is a refinement of Proposition 2.4.1 and describes what 

(7-sequences of Bk look like asymptotically.

P roposition  2.4.3 Let us consider the assumptions of Proposition 2.4.1. Given t £ 

(0,1/8], there exists (a.) a subsequence o f{[A j]}, henceforth relabled as {[A j]} and (\>) 

a limit sequence {e[i]} £ £(P ,E ,t), with the following significance. For given e >  0 

there exists j(e) such that for all j  > j(e), there exists a connection A on P with gauge 
orbit [A] =  7£/(e[7]) and with ||[Ay] — Tli(e[j])||L2 <  e.

P roof: We refer to Proposition 5.3 of [41].

Let us note that Proposition 2.4.3 is stated in [41] with respect to the norm || \\a  

introduced in §2 of the same paper. However, the equivalence of || ||a to the Z^-Sobolev
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norm is proved in §2 of [43]. Morally speaking, Proposition 2.4.3 asserts that given a 

sequence {[A j]} in Bk which approaches the relevand ends, there exists a limit sequence 

(e[x]) of gluing data and an index l such that the sequence {[G j]} =  7£/(e[i]) of glued 
connections is within zero Li2-Sobolev distance from {[A ,]}. Consequently, the two 

sequences have the same limit, therefore to understand the structure of Crit(E ,8 ) it 

suffices to study the limiting behaviour of {[G j]}.

For convenience, we state two results of [41] concerning the structure of the relevant 

ends Crit(E,8).

P roposition  2.4.4 Let P —*X, E >  0, e >  0 andt £ (0,1/8] be as above. Then, there 
exists 8 > 0 such that, given E' <  E and c € Crit(E',8) there exists E" , a point e 6 

E(P, E',t) and connections A and A' such that [A] =  c and [A*] =  7Zi(e) and such that 
|| [A^—>1|| <  e. Conversely, fore  € £(P ,E ,t), we have thatlZi(e) £ Crit(E, z0-Es/\-t), 
where A =  .swp{A . . . } ,  the supremum being over all scale parameters.

P roof: We refer to Proposition 5.4 of [41].

P roposition  2.4.5 Let Pk —> X, Pk0 —* X , E > 0, e >  0 and t £ (0,1/8] be as

above. We define the spaces

N(E, e) =  {K ,(e) : e £ £(P, E, < =  « ) } ,

N(E, e) =  {[^4]: ||A' -  A|| <  e, for some [A'] £ N(E, e)} ,

N([A0], E, e) =  {7h(e) € N(E, e) : e =  [A0, [?„, e«]] £ £(P, E, t =  e)} ,

W([A0], E, e) =  {[A] £ N(E, e) : ||A' -  A|| <  e, for some [A'] £ 7V([Ad], E , e)} .

Then, there exists cq >  0 and given e £  (0, c0] there exists e\ >  0 such that Crit(E , ei) C  

N (E,e) and N(E, ei) C  Crit(E, e) .

P roof: We refer to Proposition 5.6 of [41].

Conclusion: Propositions 2.4.1 and 2.4.3-2.4.5 describe the (stratified) structure of 

the relevant ends of Bk, namely the ends form a disjoint union of SU(2)-invariant sets 

that consist of connections which are close, with respect to the L^-Sobolev norm, 

to connections which are gluings of a finite number of centred instantons on S4 to a 

background connection of the reference 4-manifold X . In Section 2.5, we exploit this 

fact to construct a space JBk such that every G-sequence of Bk converges (modulo a 

blow-up phenomenon) to a limit point in JBk•
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2.5 The space J B k

We use the approximate gluing construction of Chapter 1 in order to define the ‘limit 

space’ JBk mentioned in the Conclusion of Section 2.4. We adapt the scheme of 

Section 1.7 noticing that the technology we require is less sophisticated than the one 

we employed there to construct the space J  M.k- This is simply due to the independence 

of the approximate gluing construction upon numerous energy estimates which for M. k 
ensured that the gluing maps of Section 1.6 yield difleomorphisms onto their image.

Let Ak he the space of all connections on a principal SU(2) bundle Pk over a 

simply-connected, Riemannian 4-manifold X . Let also r  : Ek-\—*X be the Hermitian 

quaternionic bundle Ek-i =  P t-i Xs[q2)H. We define a map

Ti : Ak-i xgk_1Ek~i — ► ZBk,i — Bk [J  Bk-1 xXo  >

by A = Ti(A0,g,p, Ap) =  A0^ p)txpI , copying the gluing construction of Section 1.6. 

We recall that if El_t is the bundle Ek-\ with its zero section removed and p G , 

then, we glue a copy of the standard 1-instanton /  on S4 to obtain a class [/!] G Bk. 

In case that p G P°_i =  {p € Pjt-i : Ap =  0}, by construction the map T\ becomes the 

identity Id : Ak- i Xgk_xX 0— >Btt-i xX 0 since the chosen scale parameter Ap vanishes.

We now observe that (a) 7\ is an C°° embedding, so we may identify Ak-1  Xgk̂  Ek~\* 

with its image T\{Ak-\ Xg^Ek-x*) in Bk and (b) Ak-\ Xgk_xEk-\* is naturally em

bedded in Ak- i X g^E k-i. We connect Bk with Ak-\Xgk_xEk-\ along Ak- i Xgk_xEk-\* 
in order to define the space

JBk,\ =  Ak-lXgk_xEk-\ U Tl -  Ak-\Xgk_xEk-\ [ ]   ̂ Ek. ^ k '

We note that by construction TBk,i and J B k,x coincide as sets. We proceed to 

define the generalized analogue of the space J B k,x- We introduce a family of gluing 

maps T\ : A k-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i) — ► J B k,i , the construction of which emerges explicitly 

from the approximate map Q of Section 1.6. Moreover, Corollary 1.6.14 ensures that 

the gluing map defined in this way is a C°° embedding.

Let us consider the parameter space Ak-iXg^Sp^Ek-i) and observe that it has a 

natural filration

Ak-lXg^Sp'iEk-*) D Ak-lXg^Sp'iEk-th D . . .  D Ak-lXg^Sp'iEk.t), , 

where the g-th level Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i)q, 0 <  q < k, is defined by
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■Ak-iXg^Sp^Ek.^g  =  {[A,(j>i,...,pt)] £ A k - i X s ^ S p ^ E k - i )  : at most q -  1 of

the points (p i,.. .,p/) are of zero length}.

We consider the corresponding stratification of Ak-iXg^Sp1 {Ek-\), namely

Ak-iXGk-,Spl(Ek-i) =  A k -iX g ^ S ftE k -n  II Ak-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i)i II . . .

. . .  Ak-iXg^Sp1 (Ek~i)i~i II Ak-iX-gk_lSp\Ek-i)i .

We recall that if [p i,...,p ;] £ Sp\Ek-*),\7 we glue in the familiar way to obtain a 

class [A] £ Bk- In case that [p i,...,p /]  € Spl(Ek-i)i, with |pi| =  0 say, the scale 
parameter APl vanishes, therefore the gluing construction yields a pair ([,4], Xx) of an 

ASD  connection of charge k — 1 and a curvature-bubble at x\ =  7r(pi). Apparently, our 

construction follows an inductive argument on / : if [p i,...,p /] £ Spl(Ek-i)q, 2<q<l, 

with |pi| =  \p?\ =  . . .  =  |pg| =  0 say, the scale parameters APi, l< t< q , vanish. The 

stratum Ak-l Xgk_,Spl(Ek-i)q can be then identified with the space

The gluing construction uses the base points in Sy~9(Ek~r) to produce an ASD 

connection of charge k — q, whilst the points (x j, x2, . . .  ,x q) € Spq(X ) are mapped 

through the Identity forming the concentration centres for the curvature. The above 

construction together with Corollary 1.6.14 establish a map

T i : Ak-iXgk_,Spl(Ek-i) — > JBk,i ,

with the properties (a) T\ is defined for all 1 <  / <  k , (b ) T\ is a C°° embedding.

We can now copy the argument of the case / =  1 and observe that for any l<q<l, it 

holds that (a) Tq is a C°° embedding, so we may identify Ak-qXgk_qSpq{Ek-q)q-\ with 

its image Jrq(Ak-qXgk_gSpq(Ek-q)q-i )  into lBk,i and (b) Ak-qXgk_qSpl{Ek-q)q-i  is 

naturally embedded in Ak-qXgk_qSpq(Ek- q) .

For 1 <<?<!, we connect the spaces JBk,q-\ and Ak-q *Gk- qSp9{Ek- q) along the 

stratum Ak-q Xgk_qSpq(Ek-q)q~i, in order to define the space

7f Recall that Ek_ } is the bundle i ’jc-ix sf/(2)H  X q with its zero section removed.
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J B k,i =  BkWjrtAk-\'x.Qk_lEk-iW  lAk-2 X.Qk_2Sp2(Ek- 2 )W f1. . -IJLi-iAk-iXgk_tSpl(Ek-i),
•'l ^2 -̂ 3 M

where Bk II*j A k-iX g^E u-i =  Bk ILu- ix^ e;^  A - i X f f u ^ w  , whilst we induc
tively define

Ak-q '>(-gk- qSp'1{ E k - q )  U ^ rJ'+1 “̂ * - ( 9+ 1) ' ^ ^ - ( g + l ) ^ 9 '̂ ( ^ k - ( q + l ) )  =

A k - q X g ^ S p ^ E k . q )  II-4fc_(,+ 1) x i; fc_ ( i+ 1) Sp«+»(E fc_ ( ,+ 1) ) i  Ak - (q + \ )  *  £?*_(,+ i) S p 9+1 (E k - ( q + l )  ) .

2.6 The Palais-Smale ends of Bk

We combine the results of Section 2.4 with the construction of Section 2.5, to prove 

the existence of a ‘ limit space’ for C-sequences of the moduli space Bk- More precisely, 

we prove Theorem 0.2.1 of the Introduction, which is formally stated as follows.

T heorem  2.6.1 Let tt : Pk~*X be an SU(2) bundle and consider JBk to be the space 
constructed in Section 2.5 with its natural identification topology. Then, every C- 
sequence in Bk has a convergent subsequence with limit point in JBk-

P roof: We pick a (7-sequence {[A a]} of orbits in Bk- We recall that by definition, 

we have that \yM (Aa) — £|—>0 and ||VyA/iyia||—>0. According to Proposition 2.4.3, 

given t € (0,1/8] and e >  0, there exists a subsequence of {[A „]}, relabled as {[A a]}, 

and an index a(e) <  oo such that for each a > a(e) there exists a connection A on Pk 
with gauge orbit [A] =  7£/(e[a]), 0 <  / <  k, and a limit sequence e[a] of gluing data 

with ||[Aa] — E.i(e[a])\\Li < e. We recall that 7Zi is the iterated gluing map of §2.3.2 

and {e[a]} as in Definition 2.4.2. Consequently, the sequences {[A a]} and 7Zi(e[a]) have 

identical limits.

Therefore, it is the limiting behaviour of 7Zi(e[a]) which will determine the behaviour 

of the (7-sequence {A a}. As outlined in Section 2.3, the sequence 7£/(e[a]) is obtained 

by gluing a certain number of (glued) instantons over S4 to a background connection 

Ao on an 5,{/(2)-bundle Pk-i —» X  using the gluing data e[a] =  (A o,P i(a),.. -,pi(a)), 

where {p i(a), • • .,p/(a)} C Spl(Ek-i) is an unordered /-tuple of distinct points on X q.

We recall that due to the independence of the sequence (A o(a)} of background 

connections of the index a, it suffices to make a single choice for the background
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connection.!8 We also choose the neck-width parameters Apj, 1 <  i <  /, of the gluing 

construction as in §1.5.1.

Let us note that the gluing map 7Zt is a C°° embedding: on the level of connections, 

one checks fairly easy that the map is an embedding. To pass to the quotient, we patch 

together slice neighbourhoods in the component quotient spaces being glued up. The 

projection from small enough Coulomb-gauge neighbourhoods give diffeomorphisms 

from slice neighbourhoods into the quotient spaces. When we patch together these 

Coulomb-gauge slices, we obtain families of connections on the glued-up bundles which 

are ‘almost’ in Coulomb-gauge due to slight errors that the cut-off functions introduce. 

One then modifies the standard proof of the slice theorem [15] to show that the induced 

map on the level of quotients is an embedding.

On the other hand, by Corollary 1.6.14, the gluing map T\ of Section 2.5 is also an 

embedding. Therefore, by construction the images of Ak-iX-g^D1 {Ek-i) (see Section 

0.1) in Bk through 7Zi and Ti are diffeomorphic spaces. In spite of that the sequence 

7£/(e[a]) lies in Bk, its limit with respect to the topology induced by the Lj-Sobolev 

norm does not. More precisely, we note that 

lim«-*«JR i =  \imâ 00'R.l(Ao,{pi{a),p2{a ) , . . . ,p l(a)})

=  Ti{A0, {lima_ 00p1(a),lima_KX5p2(a),---,lim a-ooPi(a)} )  •
We observe that the terms of each sequence {^¿(a)}, 1 < * ' < / ,  lie on the disc-bundle 

of the quaternionic bundle Ek-i since the construction requires {APi(a )}< l . Hence, 

there is a subsequence {p ,(a )} which converges to a limit and let (q\, qi, . . . ,  qi) denote 

the limits of the sequences {^¿(a)}, 1 <  i <  l. Thus, we have that limo.+oolT^efa])} =  

Fi(Ao,{quq2,---,qi})-
On the other hand, Condition (c) of Definition 2.4.2 requires that the sequences 

of scales {APi(a )}, 1 <  i <  /, are monotonically decreasing to zero. This asserts that 

the sequence (e[a]} € Ak-iy.Gk-iSph~l{Ek-i) converges to (j40, {a?i,x2, . . . , £ / } )  in the 

given topology, where Xi =  7r(<?,-), 1 < i < I. Therefore, with respect to the natural 

identification topology, the C-sequence {[.Aa]} converges to F i^Aq, { xj, x2, . . . ,  £ /}) in 

JBk =  Il£=i \Ijri-1'Ak-qXQk„qSpq(Ek-q) . Hence, every C-sequence in Bk converges 

with a limit point in the space JBk. □

8f See (a) of Definition 2.4.2.



Chapter 3

The /i-map in Gauge Theory

3.1 Introduction

Let X  be a simply-connected, closed, oriented, Riemannian, 4-dimensional manifold 

and Pk —> X  be a principal <S7/(2)-bundle of 2 nd Chern class c2(Pk) — k. Let Mk and 

TMk = Uq=o-Mk-q'xSpg(X ) denote the moduli spaces of irreducible ASD  connections 

and ideal irreducible ASD  connections on Pk, respectively. One of the most important 

ingredients in Donaldson theory is a map p : H2 (X ; Z )— >H2 (Mk] Z), which among 

other things provides the 2 -dimensional generators of the polynomial algebra-structured 

rational cohomology of the moduli space B*k of irreducible connections on Pk and also 

leads to the definition of the Donaldson polynomials which are differential-topological 

invariants of X . The construction of the map p is presented in Section 3.2.

In Section 3.3, we follow §7.1.4 of [8] to study the construction of determinant 

line bundles over the compactified moduli space M k  associated to certain families 

of Dirac operators over X , in order to show that the map p actually descents to a 

homomorphism p : H2 (X )— >H2 (Mk)- Moreover, we show that the above extension 

is such that for z G H2 (X ), the restriction of the cohomology class p(z) to the 1-th 

link Mk H (M k-i x Sp‘ (X )) yields the corresponding class fAk~l\z) G H2 (M k-i) and 

the ‘ symmetric sum’ spl(PD (z)) of the Poincare dual of z. This fact will be used 

extensively in Chapter 4 in a computation related to Donaldson polynomials.

64
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3.2 The construction of the /i-map

Let Bk be the infinite-dimensional moduli space of all connections on Pk—*X and Aik 
be the moduli space of equivalence classes of irreducible ASD connections on Pk is a 

submanifold of B*k. Although the space Ak of irreducible connections on Pk is topolog

ically trivial, this is far from being true for the orbit space Bk• Therefore, a question 

that immediately poses itself is the computation of the (co)homology of B*k.

Another question concerning the topology of the underlying 4-manifold X  is the 

construction of differential-topological invariants, i.e. functions which detect distinct 

smooth structures on an infinite family of equivalent homeomorphic structures for X.

The key ingredient that Donaldson theory uses to answer the above questions, is 

a homomorphism p : H2 (X] Z )— >H2 (Bk; Z) which is defined as follows. Let Qk be 

a subgroup of the group of gauge transformations defined by Gk° — {g ^ Qk '■ 9x0 =  
Id, xq € X }.

Since Pk is a principal S'f/(2)-bundle over X  and the action of Gk° on Ak is free, the 

quotient Vk =  AkXgk<>Pk defines a principal SU( 2)-bundle over AkXgk oX  =  B °  x X , 
where Bk° is the moduli space of framed connections on Pk. Being an 5£/(2)-bundle, 

Vk is classified up to isomorphism by its 2 nd Chern class c2 (Vk) € H4(Bk° X X ).

The standard hypotheses on X  imply that H0(X ) =  Z ,H i(X )  =  0 ,H 3(X ) =  

0 , H i{X) =  Z. We apply Kunneth’s formula to decompose H4(Bk° x X ), namely

H \Bk° x l ) ^  H4{Bk°) ® H °(X) © H3(Bk°) © Hl (X ) © H2 (Bk°) ® H2 {X)(&

H 1 {Bk°) <8> H \ X ) © H°{Bk°) ® H \ X ) =  H4(Bk°) ® Z © H2{Bk°) ®H 2{X )®  H°(Bk°) ® Z.

With respect to this decomposition, let us write c2(Vk) =  c4,0 +  c2,2 +  c0,4 . We 

now consider the slant product | : H2 (Bk°)®H2(X )® H 2 {X )— >H2{Bk°) defined by 

|((a x t ) ® z )  =  (a®  b)\z = <  b,z >  -a , where <  •, • >  denotes the Kronecker pairing. 

We define a homomorphism p0 : H2(X ; Z )— iH2 (Bk°; Z) by setting po{z) =  c2,2|[̂ ] .

A detailed reasoning of the fact that the map p0 descents to a homomorphism 

p : H2 (X ; Z) — > H2 {Bl\ Z) can be found in Section 5.2.1 of [8 ]. The key point is 

the use of the fact that Bk is a principal S'0(3)-bundle over Bk (called base point 
Jibration). Then, one constructs the determinant line bundle of the universal family of 

Dirac operators on the surface E representing z € H2 (X ; Z) in order to obtain a line
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bundle over Bk which represents po(z). The significance of the construction stems from 

the fact that it also produces a representative for p(z) E H2( B Z).

Let us remark here that the obstruction in lifting the classes p(z) to the moduli 

space Bk of all connections is due to the non-triviality of these classes on the links of 

reducible connections, which make up the complement Bk\Bl - see 5.1.4 of [8 ],

We now consider the composition H2 (X ) H2 (B%) H2(M k ) , where the

homomorphism i* is induced by the natural inclusion i of Mk in Bk. One can show 

that the classes p(z) E H2(M k ; Z) extend to the compactified moduli space M k• The 

argument involved is analytically explained in [8 ] and [17] and is outlined in Section 

3 .3 . Hence, we finally obtain a homomorphism p : H2 (X ) — >H2 (Mk) .

The geometric interpretation of the map p is examined in Chapter 5 of [8 ]. In 

fact, there are three ways by which a cohomology class p(z) E H2 (M k) can be repre

sented: as the 1st Chern class of a line bundle, as the Poincare dual of a codimension 

2 submanifold of M  k, or as a class represented by a closed 2-form. For the relevant 

constructions, we refer to Sections 5.2-5.3 of [8].

Coming back to the use of the map p: it provides the 2-dimensional generators of 

the rational cohomology of #£. More precisely, if . . . ,  Zb is a basis for H2 (X ), then, 

the rational cohomology of B*k is a polynomial algebra on a 4-dimensional generator v 
and the 2-dimensional generators p(z\),. . . ,  p(zb). As far as the differential topology of 

X  is concerned, one forms pairs of certain products of classes p(z) with the fundamental 

homology class of Mk in order to produce the Donaldson polynomial invariants - see 

Chapter 10 of [8 ].

3.3 Line bundles over compactified moduli spaces

In this section, we outline a method of constructing a line bundle C over the com

pactified moduli space M k  of ASD  connections, the restriction of which to the link 

Mk H (M k-i x Spl{X )) of the I-th stratum M k-i x Spl(X ) in M k gives rise to the co

homology class pf'k~l'i(z)®spl(PD(z)), z E H2 (X] Z ), 1 =  0 ,. . . , /? ,  where spl(PD(z)) 
denotes the I-th symmetric product of the Poincare dual of z.

The construction involves the extension of determinant line bundles over Mk, 
through the asymptotic analysis of the coupled Dirac operators with respect to the
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‘distance’ to the boundary points of M-k- A detailed description of the construction 

can be found in §7.1.3-§7.1.5 of [8 ]. As we shall see in Chapter 4, this result provides 

the key to the derivation of formulae for Donaldson polynomials of X .

We first construct a line bundle Ck-j over the moduli space M k -j , 0 < j  < k, 
which represents the cohomology classes p̂ k~^(z),z  G H* 2(X ) defined in Section 3.2. 

For simplicity, let us assume that X  is a spin manifold and that z is divisible by two 

in the homology group, so there is a line bundle L over X  such that Ci(L2) =  PD(z), 
where PD (z) denotes the Poincare dual of z.f 1 We fix a connection u  on L and for any 

connection A on a bundle E over X , let A -f id be the induced connection on E®L and 

A — id the induced connection on E®L~l , where Z,- 1  denotes the dual of the bundle 

L. Let A(A +  id) be the determinant line

A(A +  u) =  Amax (K  erDA+u>) * ® Amai (I< erD*A+LJ),

associated to the coupled Dirac operator on E®L.\ 2 Similarly, we define the determi

nant line A(A — uj) of the Dirac operator on E®L~X. Let Ck-j be the line bundle over 

the moduli space B*k-j  of irreducible 5f/(2)-connections of charge k — j , the fibers of 

which are the lines Ck-j,a =  A (A +  w)®[A(A — u;)]* . One checks the action of the 

isotropy groups of A on the fibers Ck-j,a to ensure that the above definition descents 

to the quotient space - see §5.2.1 of [8].

Proposition 3.3.1 The determinant line bundle Ck-j is such that: Ci(Ck-j) =
z G H 2 (X ; Z), j  =  0 ,.. .,fc .

Proof: For the detailed proof, we refer to §7.1.3 of [8 ]. We sketch the main idea: 

choose a surface S C I  that represents the 2 -dimensional homology class z and a sec

tion s of L cutting out S. Regard this as giving a trivialization of L outside a tubular 

neighbourhood N of S. Use the homotopy invariance of the index to notice the inde

pendence of the topological type of the determinant line bundle Ck-j of the connection 

id on L and choose id to be flat outside N and compatible with the trivialization of L.

For a connection A on a bundle E over X , the coupled operators D\ =  Da- m and 

D2 =  Da+u> are isomorphic in X\N. We define a family of operators Pt such that 

Ker P q =  K tr D\®Ker , Ker P£ =  Ker D\®Ker D2 and P\ =  Id over X\N.

U Note that both assuptions can be removed.

2f We refer to §5.1.3, §5.2.1 of [8].
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We obtain a non-canonical isomorphism between Ck-j and the line bundle det indPi 
formed from operators constructed canonically from A and with kernels supported in 

N. One copies §5.2.1 of [8 ] to check that the bundle Ck-j has the desired 1st Chern 

class. □

Next, we use the above description to show that Ck actually extends over the 

compactified moduli space M.k. We define a quotient line bundle Spl(L) over the l-th. 
symmetric product Spl(X ) of X , by setting

7Ti*(L) <g>. . .  ® 7t*(L)
S,

where 7r¿ : X l—>X is the projection on the i-th factor, 1 <  i <  /, and S¡ is the 

permutation group of order /. Here, one uses the natural lift of the action of Si to 

7Ti . .®7v*(L) and the fact that the isotropy groups of points in the product act

trivially on the fibers.

T heorem  3.3.2 There is a line bundle C over the compactified moduli space Mk the 
restriction of which to the l-th link MkC\{M.k~i x Spl(X )) is isomorphic to the bundle

P roof: For the details of the proof, we refer to §7.1.4 — §7.1.5 of [8 ]. We survey the 

idea: choose an ideal ASD connection (A, x i , . . . ,x j )  € Mk-iX-Spl(X ) and consider a 

point \A'\ € M-k close to (A, Xi , . . . ,  x;). Since [A'j is close to A outside small balls, 

we can deform it to be equal to A outside these balls. An application of the excision 

construction gives isomorphisms

A(A' +  u)) =  A(A -f u>) -|- A+ , A(A7 — w) == A(A — w) +  A_ ,

where the determinant lines A+ , A_ are constructed from the indices of pseudo

differential operators P+,P- which equal the identity outside small balls J5r(x,). We 

extend the above isomorphisms to the intersection of M  k with a neighbourhood N  in 

Mk of (A, x i , . . . ,  x/) and proceed to choose P+, P- such that Ck is trivial over MkC\N.

However, to extend Ck over Mk one needs to show the way that the lines Spl(L) 
enter the picture: since the operators P+, P_ are equal to the identity outside the 

disjoint small balls Hr(x,), they can be viewed as collections of operators P+, P i with

Sp\L)
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corresponding determinant lines A!,., A*_ , where now the tuple (x i , . . .  ,x /) is written 

as a collection of points x,- with multiplicities mi, 1 <  i <  l.

We then define natural isomorphisms Ker P+ =  (Ker Pl_)®L2.. An applica

tion of standard theory gives then a natural isomorphism detindP+ — detindP_ =

7.1.4 of [8], the excision theory yields that there is a neighbourhood 

N  of (A ,x i ,. . .  ,xi) in M k  and a family of operators Pt parametrized by the stra

tum N  H {M.k- 1  x Spl(X )) such that the determinant line bundle of Pq is isomorphic 

to Ck-i 0  Sp\L) 2 and the determinant line bundle of P\ is isomorphic to the line 

Ck-UA®L2Xi 0  . . .L 2xr

To complete the proof, one shows that the choice of isomorphism between the 

determinant lines of P0 and Pi can be restricted in a way that the associated local 

trivializations of £  are compatible on the overlap between the corresponding neigh

bourhoods in Affc. The geometric construction concerning the specification of such 

trivializations takes up §7.1.5 of [8 ]. □

3.4 The extension of /i over M k

In this section, we observe that the results obtained in Section 3.3 lead to the exten

sion of the map p : / / 2 (A )— >H2 (M k), described in Section 3.2, to the compacti- 

fied moduli space M-k- Moreover, we show that the restriction of the extended map 

p, : H i(X )— >H2 (Mk) to the lower strata of the compactification yields the correspond

ing //-class and symmetric sums of the Poincare-dual of a reference class z € H 2 {X\ Z). 

More precisely, let us apply Theorem 3.3.2 for the value 1 = 1  and observe that by 

construction the 1st Chern class of the bundle £k-\ <8 > L2 is

ci(£fc_i ® L2) =  ci(Ck-i) ® 1 +  1 <8> c i ( I 2) =  ci(£fc_i) +  ci(L2) .

Let PD(z) G H 2(X] Z) be the Poincare-dual of z G # 2 (^ 5  Z) and also /A*5-1)^ )  G 

H2 (M k-i) be the associated //-class for an SU(2 )-bundle Pk-\ of class c2 (Pk-1) =  

c2(Pk) — 1 =  k — 1. We use our hypothesis on z , namely Ci(L2) =  PD(z), and apply 

Proposition 3.3.1 for j  =  1, to obtain that

ci(£*_i 0  L2) =  pSk~l\z)® PD {z) G H2 {M k-i  x X )  .
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Hence, the construction of Section 4.3 actually produces a cohomology class, namely 

the class p(z) = c\(£) G H2(Mk), the restriction of which to the stratum Mkft(Mk-\® 
X ) yields the class

V fc_1)(*)) +  *2*(PD(z)) G H2 (M k -ix X )  ,

where 7r* is the projection of M k-i x X  on the ¿-th factor, i =  1 , 2 . We recall that the 

standard hypotheses on X  yield that Ho(X) =  Z, H i(X) =  0, Hz(X) =  0, Ha(X ) =  
Z. We apply Kiinneth’s formula to decompose H2 (M k -ix X ),  namely

H 2(M k-x x X ) *  H2 (M k) ® H °(X) © H \ M k-i )  ® H '(X )  © H °(M k-i )  ® H2 (X )

“  H2 (M k- 1) ® Z © Z © H 2 (X ) “  H 2(M k- i )  © H 2 (X ).

Thus, one obtains an isomorphism tp : H2 (M k-i x X ) — ► H2 (M k-i)® H 2 (X ) which 

identifies the class 7rx*(/x(fc_1)(z)) +  ir2*(PD(z)) with /¿(fc_1)(z) © PD(z).

Let us now deal with the general case. For z G H2 (X ; Z ), let spl(PD (z)) be the /-th 

‘ symmetric sum’ of copies of PD (z) and p(k~l)(z) G H2 (M k-i) be the /¿-class associated 

to a reference 5i/(2)-bundle Pk~i of class c2 (Pk) — l =  k — l. Let us apply Theorem 

3 .3 .2  in the case l> 2 . We note that the 1st Chern class of the bundle Ck-i <8 > Spl(L2) is

Cl(Ck-i ® Spl(L2)) =  Cl(£*_,) <8> 1 +  1 ® c^Sp'iL2)) =  Cl(Ck-i) +  ci(Spl(L2)).

We use our hypothesis on z and apply Proposition 3.3.1 to obtain that

c ,(£ k-l ® Sp'iL1)) =  +  T2-(Sp'(PV(z))) € H 2 (M k-i x Sp'(X)) ,

where 7T,- is the projection of M k-ixSpl(X ) on the ¿-th factor, i =  l ,2 . f 3 Hence, 

the restriction of the line bundle C over Mk to the stratum Mk H (M k-l x SPl{X )) is 

isomorphic to Ck-i®Spl(L2). Equivalently, its 1st Chern class c\{C) =  fi(z) G H2 (Mk) 
restricts to Mk H (M k- i x X )  to the class 7Ti*(pSk~l\z)) +  7x2*(Sp1(PD(z))).

The standard hypotheses on X  and the application of Kunneth’s formula yield the 

following decomposition for H2 (M k-i X S f t x ) ) :

H \M k-i x SpHX)) 3  ® H°(Sp‘(X )l  ® H l(M k-i) ® H'iSpKX))®

3| See also Section 2(a) of [11].
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H0{M k.i)® H \ S Pl{X ))^ H \ M k -i)® Z ® Z ® H \ S p l{X ))^ H \ M k-i)® H 2{Spl{X)).

Hence, we obtain an isomorphism (pi : H 2(M k-i x Spl(X ))— >H2 (M k-i)®H 2 (Spt(X )) 

which identifies the classes ni*(p(k~^(z))+K2*(Spl(PD (z))) and pSk~l\z)®Spl(PD(z)).

R em ark 3.4.1 To extend the map p of Section 3.2 over the compactified moduli space 

Mk, one simply employs the results of Sections 3.3, 3.4 to define a homomorphism 

p : H2(X )— >H2 (Mk) by setting p(z) =  cx(£ ), z e  H2 (X ).

In fact, the procedure of Section 3.3 produces a class p(z) £ H 2(T M k) whose 

restriction to H2 (M-k-l'xSpl(X )) yields the class p(k~l)(z) ® spl(P D (z)). The fact that 

the class p(z) is a natural extension of the class Jl{ z ) £  H 2 {Mk) follows explicitly from 

the proof of Theorem 3.3.2 since the argument used there applies unchanged when we 

replace Mk by TXik-
Alternatively, one can employ standard algebraic-topological techniques to show 

that the moduli spaces Mk and T M k bave isomorphic 2 -dimensional cohomology 

groups since they differ by a set of codimension greater than or equal to 4.



Chapter 4

Universal Formulae for Donaldson 
Invariants

4.1 Main Results

One of the main aims of 4-dimensional geometry has been the classification of smooth 

4 -manifolds up to diffeomorphism. Despite that the problem is still widely open, some 

of the sophisticated theories developed to provide an answer have given partial results 

of major importance. More precisely, employing the moduli spaces of solutions of the 

anti-self-dual Yang-Mills equations in 4 dimensions, in 1990, S. Donaldson [9] discovered 

new invariants for smooth, closed, oriented, Riemannian 4-manifolds.

The crucial observation was that despite that the Yang-Mills equations depend on 

the Riemannian geometry of the underlying 4-manifold X , at the level of homology 

one finds properties of the moduli spaces which are invariant under the variation of the 

metric.

The Donaldson polynomials detect distinct differentiable structures within an infi

nite family of homeomorphically equivalent structures. Since their computation even in 

relatively simple cases has been quite enigmatic, the effort to understand their struc

ture has been often focused on establishing constraints or universal relations which 

they satisfy. A characteristic sample is provided by the works of Y. Ruan [36], P. 

Kronheimer and T. Mrowka [28], R. Fintushel and R. Stern [18].

In Section 4.2, we give the definition of Donaldson polynomials and also state their

72
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main properties. For completeness, we state theorems which describe the behaviour of 

the polynomials for the cases of decomposable 4-manifolds and algebraic surfaces.

In Section 4.3, we use the natural inclusion of the compactified moduli space Mk of 
ASD  connections into the ideal ASD  moduli space TMk and employ certain properties 

of the ‘ideal’ homomorphism ft : H2 (X ; Z) — > H2 (TMk,T) described in Chapter 3, 

in order to give a modified description of the Donaldson polynomials, using standard 

algebraic-topological arguments.

More precisely, under the assumption that the moduli space Mk of ASD  connec

tions of charge k is even-dimensional, 2 d say, where d =  4k—1 (1  +  £>+), we show that for 

k within the stable range and for a natural homology class \IMk\ G H2d{TMk) Z), the 

polynomial functions Vk : H2 {X\ Z) x ... x H2 (X ; Z) — ► Z defined by the Kronecker 

pairing T>k{z\,. . . ,  zf) = <  p {z f).. .¡¿(zj), \TMk] > provide an ‘alternative’ viewing of 

the Donaldson polynomials.

This modified description of the invariants stems its importance from the fact that 

one can now evaluate certain products of //-classes to any appropriate - with respect 

to the dimension - stratum of the moduli space TMk- It is the computation of those 

pairings which yields families of universal formulae which among other functions also 

include Donaldson polynomials of certain degree. The motivation for performing this 

‘ low-dimensional weighting’ of the classes /2(z,-) arises from the observation that the 

evaluation of the cohomology of TMk on its top-dimensional homology overlooks a 

great ammount of topological information that the space carries.

More precisely, let ji : M k-i x Spl(X ) — ► TMk denote the natural inclusion: 

Mk-i'X'Spl(X ) e—► XMk-i'xSpl{X ) *-♦ TM k> 0 <  / <  k . We consider the restriction of 

the cohomology class p(zi) . . .  p(zd-2l) € H2d~Al(TMk) to proper boundary components 

of TMk- Namely, let J-ld denote the pairing

T’dizi, . . . ,  z j_2/) =  <  (i/)*(A(zi) • • • p{zd- 2i)), [Mk-i x Sp'(X)] > , 0 < l < k .

T heorem  4.1.1 Let Pk be an SU(2)-bundle over X  and Dk-i be a Donaldson poly

nomial of degree 2d — 41, 0 <  / <  k. Let z =  PD(z) denote the Poincare-dual of 
z G H2 (X ; Z) and Sd-2 1  be the permutation group of order d — 21. Let also Qfi) be a 
multilinear form defined by the expression

* • * > 2̂/) 2//I ^  ̂ Q {za(l)t <̂7(2)) " • • • " Q(2<7(2Z—1)? <̂r(2/))>
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where Q denotes the intersection form of X . For Zi £ H2 (X ; Z), 1 <  i <  d — 21, 
holds that

F i(*l, • • • i zd—2l)
Dk—l(z<r(l)i • • • i za(d-4l)) ' Q  ̂ {̂zer(d-4l+l)i • • • > z<r(d-2l))j

it

if d > 41

QW(z i , . . . , 23j) , ifd  =  41 .

4.2 Donaldson Polynomials: an overview

This section surveys the definition of the Donaldson polynomials and their main prop

erties. For a detailed description, we refer to [11], [12] and Chapter 9 of [8 ].

Let us recall that the intersection form of a simply-connected, closed, oriented, 

Riemannian 4-manifold X  is a symmetric integer matrix of determinant ±1 , defined 

by the intersection properties of the 2-cycles of X  and which depends on a choice of 

basis for i / 2(^ ;Z ) .  For the theory of symmetric bilinear forms, we refer to [34]. A 

conclusion of Donaldson’s theory is that if the intersection form Qx of a smooth 4- 

manifold X  is definite, then Qx is equivalent to the standard diagonal form over the 

integers. ! 1

Apparently, Donaldson’s theorem implies the existence of an infinite number of 

smooth 4-manifolds with the same intersection form. These smooth 4-manifolds are in 

the same homeomorphic class, since Freedman’s theorem [16] proves that the intersec

tion form is a complete invariant for the homeomorphic type of smooth 4-manifolds. 

The Donaldson polynomial invariants were introduced [9] to distinguish the members 

of that infinite family which are not diffeomorphic.

The main idea concerning the definition of the invariants is the formation of a Kro- 

necker pairing between a ‘distinguished’ cohomology class of the moduli space Mk of 

ASD  connections, which is independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric used 

to define Mk, and a ‘fundamental’ class of Mk- However, the obstacle of this scheme 

is the probable non-compactness of Mk which prevents us from defining rigorously a 

fundamental class [Mk\. The problem can be overcome using the Uhlenbeck compact

ification of the moduli space Mk described in Section 1.4. On the other hand, the 

desired 2 -dimensional homology classes are provided by the extension of the ¿¿-map of 

Section 3.2 to the compactified moduli space.

See Chapter 8 of [8] or [10].
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D efinition 4.2.1 Let X  be a simply-connected 4-manifold with b+(X )  =  2a +  1, 

a >  1, where b+(X) is the number of positive entries of the intersection matrix [Q] 

after its diagonalization over the real numbers. Let us assume that the dimension of 

the moduli space Mk of ASD  connections is 2d, where d =  4k — | (1  +  6+).f2 Let 

k > \(3b+ +  5) and also p be the map of Chapter 3. The Donaldson polynomial of 

charge k is a map Dk : H 2(X\ Z) x . . .  x H2{X ; Z) — ► Z defined by the pairing

D k (z i,...,zd) =  < p(zi) . . .p (z d) ,[M k] > , ZieH2 (X\ Z), 1 < i < d ,

where [ M k ]  G H 2 d { M k \  Z) denotes the fundamental class of the compactified moduli 

space M k •

R em ark 4.2.2 (a) The constraint b+(X ) =  2a +  1, a >  1, is imposed to ensure that 

d is an integer. In the case that b+ =  1, one can still define differential-topological 

invariants for X  which are of much more complicated form - see [26].

(b) The stable range condition k >  ^(3b+ +  5) or equivalently d > 2k +  1, is imposed 

to ensure that M k  is generically a manifold except at a singular set of codimension at 

least 2. This follows from standard homology theory and is the usual condition for a 

singular complex to possess a fundamental class - see §9.2.1 of [8 ].

(c) As remarked in Section 3.3, one must verify that the classes p(z{) € H 2 (Mk] Z), 1 <  

i <  d, extend to the compactified moduli space M k -  The main argument of this 

extension concerns the construction of determinant line bundles over M k  as presented 

in §7.1 .3-§7.1 .5  of [8 ].

Let us state the key properties of the Donaldson polynomials, the proofs of which 

take up Chapters 9 and 10 of [8].

(a) The polynomial Dk depends on Zi only through its homology class [2,], 1 < i < d.

(b) The polynomial Dk is multilinear and symmetric in [zj], 1 <  i <  d.

(c) The polynomial Dk is independent of the choice of the Riemannian metric of X  
- see §2 (a) of [11] - and it is an invariant of the oriented diffeomorphic type of X. 
More precisely, if Y  is a smooth 4-manifold and /  : X  — ► Y  an orientation-preserving 

diffeomorphism , then D k ,x (z i,...,zd) =  Dfc)y ( /* (z i ) , . . . , /* (z d)).

2f For the derivation of the dimension-formula for moduli spaces using the Atiyah-Singer index 
theorem, we refer to §4.2.5 of [8].
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(d )  Let X  be a simply-connected 4-manifold with b+(X ) =  2a +  1 , a >  1, such that 

X  is a connected sum X  =  Xi$X2 with b+(Xi) > 0 ,  i =  1,2. Then, for all k, the 

polynomials Dk are identically zero - see Section 9.3 of [8].

(e) Let 5  be a complex algebraic surface with 6+>3 and odd. Then, for all k, the 

polynomials Dk vanish nowhere - see Chapter 10 of [8] or §2(c) of [11].

4.2.1 An id e a l description of Donaldson Polynomials

We show that the construction of Section 3.4 provides us with a modified description 

of the original definition of the Donaldson polynomials.

As already discussed in Remark 4.2.2, despite that the ideal moduli space IM k  of 

ASD  connections is not a manifold, it can still possess a fundamental class on its top

dimensional homology provided that the codimension of its strata Mk-q x Spq(X ), 0 <  

q < k, is at least 2. This is equivalent to saying that the formal dimension, 2d say, 

of IM k  must exceed the dimension of its lowest stratum Mq X Spk(X ) by at least

2. Since dim Spk(X ) =  4k, we therefore constraint d to obey the inequality 2d =  
8 k — 3(1 +  b+) >  4k -f 2 or equivalently k >  ^ ( 3 -f 5).

For d =  4k — |(1 -f b+), we choose classes z\,. . . ,  zj in H2 (X ; Z) and let ¿t(z,), 1 <  

i < d, be the corresponding cohomology classes described in Section 3.4. Under the 

assumptions of Definition 4.2.1, we define a polynomial function T>k : H2(X ; Z ) x . . .  x 

H2 (X ; Z) — > Z by the Kronecker pairing V k (z i,..., Zd) =  < p(z\). . .  p{z<i),[lMk] >  , 

where [IMk] € H2d(lMk\ Z) denotes the fundamental class of TM k•

We now pick classes z\ ,...,Z i 6 H2 (X ]Z ) and let [Mk\ and [JAffc] denote the 

fundamental classes of the moduli spaces Mk and I M k ? respectively. Let i : Mk — ► 

IM k  be the natural inclusion and i, : H2d(Mk) — ► H2d{IMk) be the induced map 

in homology.

We then have that i+{[Mk}) =  \IMk[ (notice that the map is of degree 1). We 

recall that by construction the restriction of the map p, : H2 (X ; Z) — * H2 ( I M k ,I )  
to the compactification Mk gives the map p, of Section 3.4. Therefore, we obtain that

V k(zi, . . . , z d) = <  p{zi) . . .  p(zd), [IMk] > = <  H zi) • • • K zd)i > =

<  i*{p{zi)... p(zd)), [Mk] > = <  p(zi)... p(zd), [Mk] >= Dk(zi,. . . ,Zd) ,
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where Dk is a Donaldson polynomial of degree 2d and k is within the stable range.

4.3 Universal formulae for Donaldson Invariants

We use the modified description of the Donaldson polynomials described in §4.2.1, 

to derive a 2-parameter family of formulae which these polynomials satisfy. Let ¡1 : 

H2 (X ; Z) — ► H 2(XMk, Z ) be as in Chapter 3 and 2 d =  8 k—3(l +  6+) be the dimension 

of the moduli space Aik-

Let jt denote the inclusion Aik-i X Spl(X ) *—► XAik-i X Spl(X ) XAik, 0 <  l <  k,

and j*  : H2d~4l(XA4k)— >H2d~4l(Aik-i X Spl(X )) be the induced map in cohomology.

We aim to evaluate certain products of /t-cohomology classes on the intermediate 

stratum Aik-l X Spl(X ). More precisely, for Z{ € H2 (X] Z), 1 <  i <  d — 21, we will 

compute the function

Ad(zi, . . . ,  zd- 2i) =  < (j;)*(/i(2 i ) . . .  ji(zd- 2i)), [Mk-i X  >V(X)] >, 0  < l < k .

R em ark 4.3.1 Despite that the Z-th symmetric product Spl(X ), 0 <  l <  k, has sin

gularities, it still carries a fundamental class [S y (X )] E Hu(Spl(X )) since its diagonal 

A i has codimension 4 - see also Remark 4.2.1.

4.3.1 A  particular case

To get an indication about the form of T ld, let us first carry out the computation 

for low values of l and d. More precisely, let us choose 1 =  2 and consider classes 

Zi € H2 (X] Z), 1 <  i <  d — 4. Therefore, we want to compute the quantity

• • •, Zd-4) =  <  C?2)*(A(2l) • • • K zd-4)), [Mk- 2 x Sp2 {X)} >  .

Let us recall that the dimension formula gives that dim Aik =  2 d =  8k — 3(1 + Z>+). 

Since dimAik-i =  2 d — 16, the moduli space Aik- 2  is non-empty if d >  8.

(a). We choose d =  8. We need to determine the class (j2y(p (zi) - - - fi(z4)). A 

review of the construction and properties of the map /x, will convince the reader that 

for the case in question it holds that

C?2)*(£(z i) . . .  £(*4)) =  [p(zi) <g> 1 +  1 ® 6a] • [fi(z2) ® 1 +  1 ® ò2] • [fd{z3) ® 1 +  1 ® 63]
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■[fi(z4) ® 1  +  1  <8> 64],

where 6t- is the ‘symmetric sum’ of copies of the Poincare-dual of the homology class 

Zi, 1 <  * <  4. Namely, let 1tj : X  x X  — ► X, j  =  1,2, be the natural j - th 
projection and Vj* : H 2(X ) — ► H2(X  x X ) be the induced map in cohomology. 

For Zi G H2 (X] Z), let z,- denote the Poincare-dual of z,-, 1 <  i <  4. We define the 

classes 6,- G H2 (Sp2 (X )) by 6,- =  [7r1*(z,)-|-7r2*(z,)] =  [z,®l +  l®z,] , where the brackets 

[ ] indicate the ‘symmetrization’ of 7Ti*(zt) +  7r2*(z,).f3 A straightforward calculation 

gives that

(j2)*(/i(2l),M(*2),£(*3),£(z4)) =  //(zi)/i(z2)//(z3)/i(z4)® l +  [/fc(zi)/z(z3)p(z3)®&4+

fj.(zi)fi(z2)n{z4)®b3+n(zi)p(z3)fi(z4)®b2 + fJ.(z2)iJ.(z3)fj.(z4)®b1\ +  [fj.(zi)fi(z2)<Sib3b4+  

H(zi)ix(z3)®b2b4 +  n{zi)n(z4)®b2b3 +  p{z2) p{z4)®bxb3 +  n(z3) p(z4)®bxb2}+ 

[fi(zi)®b2b3b4 +  fi(z2)®bib3b4 +  p(z3)®bxb2b4 +  p{z4)®bib2b3] +  l®bxb2b3b4 .

Note that if ¿2 : Sp2 (X ) — ► TMk is the obvious inclusion, it holds that

< >y(/K*i)i(*)£(*3)i(*)MVPQ] >=< fe&AMVW]>= ,

where the function is defined in terms of the intersection form Q  of the 4-manifold 

X  by the formula

Q,̂  \ zU Z2,Z3,2 4) =  n2o\ 5-1 Q{z<r(l)i <̂t(2))Q ('?«t(3)> ^o-(4))-
Z L‘ ereSt,

Since dim M k~ 2 =  0, a dimension-counting argument shows that the only term which 

participates in our computation is l®bxb2b3b4. Therefore, we obtain that

f l (z i ,Z 2 ,z3,z4) =  Q{2){z1 ,z 2 ,z3 iz4) .

(b). We choose d =  9. We copy the argument of the previous case to obtain that

3f We note that the class z,-®l +  ligiz,- £  H 2( X  x X )  is invariant under the action of the symmetric 

group £2• If q : X  x X  — ► Sp2(X)  is the quotient map and H 2( X  x X ) s* consists of the 52-invariant 

2-cohomology classes of X  x X ,  then, q* : H 2(Sp2(X))  — ► H 2( X  x X ) Sl is an isomorphism. By 

b =  [zj<8>l +  1®«»] £ H 2(Sp2(X))  we denote the unique class which is such that g*(c) =  z ,® l -f I® *,.
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(¿2)*(£(2i )> £(*a)» £(*3), £(*4), £(*5)) =  fi(zi)fi(z2)n(z3)n(z4)n(zs)<S)l +

[p(z1 )p(z2 )/j,(z3)p(z4)®b5 +  fj,(zi)n(z2)fJ,(z3)iJ,(z5)<g)b4 +  p(zi)p(z2)p(z4)p(z5)®b3+

fi(zi)/J,{z3 )iJ,(z4)fi(z5)<Sib2 +  fi(z2)fj,(z3)fj,(z4)fj,(zs)<S>bi] +  [n{zx)n(z2)p(z3)®b4h-\-

fi(zi)/j,{z2 )fi(z4)<S)b3b5 +  n(z1 )/j,(z2)ii(z5)<S>b3b4 +  fi(zi)fj.(z3)fj,(z4)®b2b5+

p(zi)p(z3)p(z5)®b2b4 +  //(2r2)Ai(̂ 3)At(̂ 5)(H>6i ¿4 +  K z 2)p(z3)p(z4)®bibs+

n(z3)n(z4)n(zs)®bxb2 +  P-(z2)p(z4)p(z5)®b1 b3 +  p(zi)p,(z4)iJ.(z5)®b2b3]+

[n(zx)n(z2 )®b3b4b5 +  ti(zi)n(z3)®b2b4bs +  p(zi)p(z4)®b2b3b5 +  p(z\)p.(z5)®b2b3b4+

n(z2)n(z3 )®bxb4b3 +  p{z3 )p(z4)®b1 b2b5 +  li{z4)li{z3)®bib2b3 +  n(z3)p(z5)®bib2b4+

H(z2)n(z5)®bxb3b4 +  n{z2)n(z4)®bxb3b5) +  [p(zx) ®b2b3b4b5 +  p(z2)®bib3b4b5+

fi'(z3)®bib2b4b3 -f fi(z4)®bib2b3b3 +  p{z3)®b\b2b3b  ̂+  l®bib2b3b4b5 .

Since dim M k - 2 =  2-9 — 16 =  2, a dimension-counting argument shows that the 

terms participating in the computation are of the form 1 <  ij <  5.

Therefore, we obtain that

.?9 (*1 >*2 ,*3 ,*4 ,S5) =  Dk-2(Zl)Q {2)(z2>Z3,Z4,Zs) +  Dk-2{z2)QW(zX,Z3,Z4,Z5) +  . . .  

=  HZcreSs Dk—2(z<r(l))Q  ̂ t̂r(3)? <̂r(4)> ¿<r(5)) •

4.3.2 The general case

We let the parameters d and l vary in order to derive the general formula for T ld. Let 

2 d =  8k — 3(1 +  b+) be the dimension of the moduli space Mk- For any 0 <  / <  fc, we 

consider classes z, € H2 (X ; Z), 1 <  i <  d — 21. We aim to compute the pairing

? ld( z 1 , . . . t Z d - 2 t) =< { j i Y i j i i z x ) , . . .  , i i { z d- 2l) ) , [ M k - i  x Sp'CX-)] > •

Let ji : M k-i x Spl(X ) IM k -i  x Spl(X ) I M k , 0 <  / <  k , be the natural

inclusion and j*  : H2d~4l(XM k)— >H2d~4l{M k-i x Spl{X )) be the induced map in 

cohomology. Since dim M k-i =  2d — 81, we set d >  4/ to ensure that M k-i is non

empty. We first need to determine the class (ji)*{p{zi) . . .  p{zd- 2/)). The discussion of 
Section 3.4 ensures that
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( j l ) * { H z l)> • • • » K z d - 2 l ) )  =  \ p { z l )  ®  1 +  1 ®  61] • . . . • [ p ( z d- 2 l )  ®  1 +  1 ®  b d - 2 l ]  ,

where &,• is the symmetric sum of copies of the Poincare dual of z,-, 1 <  i <  d — 21. 
Namely, let 7Tj : X  x X  — > X, j  =  1 ,2 , . . . ,  / be the natural j'-th projection and iTj* : 

H 2(X ) — > H2(X  x . . .  x X )  be the induced map in cohomology. For Z{ G H2 (X ; Z),

let Zi denote the Poincare dual of z,-, Ì < i <  d — 21. Then, we define the class

straightforward computation gives that

(jl)*(fi{zl)> • • -, K Zd-2l)) =  p{z\). • •/*(*<*-2/)®l +  \KZl)K Z2)-• -K zd-2l-l)®bd-2l+ 

/x(zi)/x(z2). . .n{zd- 2l-2 )l*{Zd-2 l)®bd-2 l-i +  fifa )fifa ). . .p(zd-2l-3)p{Zd-2l-l)p(zd-2l)

®bd-2i-2 +  •••] + ......... +  [li{z\)®b2.. -bd-2i-\bd-2i +  li(z2)®b\bz.. .bd-2l-\bd-2iJr

ld{zd-2l)®b\.. ,bd-2i-\\ +  1®£>i . . .bd-2i •

Let now ii : Sp‘ (X ) — > X M * be the obvious inclusion. One then checks that

4f We note that the class ¿r ,® l® l® .. .®1 +  l® 2j ® l ® . . ,®1 +  . . . +  1 ® !® . .  .1 ®z< G H 2( X  x . . .  x X )

then, 5* : H 2{ X  x . . .  x X ) St — ► H 2(Spl(X))  is an isomorphism. By b = [zj®l<®. • .<®1 + . . .+  
1 ® 1 ® .. .l®z,] G H 2(Sp'(X))  we denote the class which is such that q*(b) =  z,® 1 ® ...< ® 1  +  . . . +  

1 ®1 ®.. .l®z,-.

fc € H 2(Spl(X )) by

bi =  [7Ti*(z,) +  . . . +  7T/*(zt)] =  [zt-®l®l®. . .01 +  l0Zj0l®. . .01 +  . . . +  1010. . .l0Zj], 

where the brackets [ ] indicate the ‘symmetrization’ of 7Ti*(z,) + . . .  +  7T;*(zi).f4 A

< ir (p (zi) ---K z2i)),[Sp‘ (X)] > = <  b1 ...b 2h [Sp,{X)] > =  Q « \ z ,

where the function Q^  is defined in terms of the intersection form Q of X  by

is invariant under the action of the symmetric group Sj of order /. If q : X  x . . .  x X  — * Spl(X )  is the 

quotient map and H 2( X  X . . .  x X ) s‘ consists of all Si-invariant 2-cohomology classes of X  x . . .  x X ,
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4.3.3 Computational variations

We derive variations of the formulae of §4.3.2 by evaluating the cohomology of XAik on 

homologies of Spl(X ) other than the top-dimensional one. More precisely, by weighting 

the cohomology of XMk on the top homology of Spl(X ), one does not exploit a great 

deal of homological information that the latter carries. Motivated by this observation 

we proceed to evaluate the class (ji)*(jj,(z\).. .p{zd-zi)) on \Mk-i\ X  [*Sp2;], 0 <  / <  k, 
where [Sp2/] is a ‘suitably chosen’ 2/-homology class of Spl(X). We deal with the special 

case 1 =  2 , whilst the extension of the method to the general case is straightforward.

We set / =  2 and for zx,z 2 G H2 (X ) we consider the class Sp4 =  zi® z2 +  z2®Z\ 6 

H ±{X xX ). As in Section 4.3.2, let [z\®z2 +  z2®Z\] be the isomorphic image of Sp4 

into H4(Sp2 (X )).

(a ) . Let us fix d =  8 and pick classes z,- € H2(X ), i =  1,2. We recall that 

( i2)*(A(2ri)A(22)) =  [/■t(zi)<8>H-l<8>&iH/i(z2)®l-|-l<8>&2]. The only term that participates 
in the computation (due to dimension consistency) is l®bib2. Let also q : X  x X  — ► 

Sp2 (X ) be the quotient map. We obtain that

< h b 2,q^([Sp4]) >=< q*{b\b2),[Sp4] >=< (¿i®l + l®zi)(z2®l + l®z2), [5p4] >=

2! < z\®z2 +  z2®zx, [zx®z2 +  z2®za] > =  2![< z\, z\ > <  z2, z2 >

+  <  Zl,2a > <  *2,*1 >] =  2![Q(Zi ,Zi )-Q(z2,*2) +  Q (z i,*2)2] •

Therefore, for d =  8 we have that

<  {32Y{^{z4)li{z2)),[Mk-2] x [Sp4] > =  2![Q(z1,z 1)-Q(z2,z 2) +  Q(*i ,* 2)2] •

(b )  . We set d =  9 and pick classes z,- € H2(X ), i =  1,2,3 (since d—3/ =  9 — 6 =  3). 

We then obtain that

(j2)*(p(zi)p(z2)p(z3)) =  [p(za)® l +  l®&i]-[p(z2)® l +  l®b2]-[p(z3)®l +  1®&3].

Since dim Mk- 2  =  2d — SI =  2, the terms which participate in the computation are 

of the form pt-,®&,-26,-3. We easily check that

< M 3, ?*([.S>4]) >= 2!(<2(*i, z2)-Q(z2, z3) + Q(z2, z2)-Q{zu z3))
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< M 3 , q*([Sp4\) > =  2l(Q(z1 ,z 1 )-Q(z2, z3) +  Q(z1 ,z 2 )-Q(z1, z3))

< M 2, ?*([5p4]) > =  2 l(Q(zit z2)2 +  Q(^i, z\)-Q{z2 , z2)) .

Therefore, for d =  9 we obtain that:

(j2)*(ji(zi)ii(z2)fj,(z3)),[M k-2\ x [S>4] =  2 l[Dle- 2(zi){Q(z-i,z 2)-Q(z2 ,z3)+

Q{z2, z2)-Q(zu z3)) +  Dk. 2 (z2)(Q(z1 ,zi)-Q(z2, z3) +  Q(zi, z2)-Q(zl ,z3))+  

Dk- 2 {zz){Q{zi,z2)2 +  Q{zlizl)-Q(z2 ,z 2) ) ) . \5

By varying the values of d and applying the same methodology, we produce a 

family of (not necessarily distinct) formulae which are given in terms of Donaldson 

polynomials of certain degree and the intersection form of X .

R em ark 4.3.2 (a) We can repeat the above argument for different values of /. For 

instance, for / =  3 we would proceed to weight the class ( j2)*(fl(zi). . .  (i(zd-3i)) on 

[Mk- 3] x [5p6], where Sp6 is the symmetrised version of the class Z\ ® z2 ® z3, namely

Sp6 = zi <8 z2 <g> z3 +  z2 ® zi (8) z3 +  2:3 ® z\ 0  z2 +  zi <g> 23 0  z2 +  z2 ® z3 ® z\ +  z3 ® z2 ® z3.

(b) A particular feature of the formulae derived above is the evaluation of the inter

section form of the underlying 4-manifold X  on 2-tuples of identical homology classes.

4.4 An informal discussion

An immediate task emerged by the computations of Section 4.3 is the utilization of 

the family of the formulae obtained. One could anticipate that in some cases, certain 

products of /t-classes of T M k vanish on certain boundary components, establishing in 

this way universal relations that Donaldson polynomials satisfy. Such situations would 

essentially depend upon suitable choices of the parameters involved, such as l and d. 
The following conjecture puts our speculation into formal terms.

5t Apparently, one can as well evaluate on either [z2 ®  z3 +  z3 ®  z2] or [z\ ®  z3 +  z3 ®  *i]. This 

calculation will obviously yield the same type of formulae after rotating z\,z2,z3.
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C onjecture 4.4.1 For fixed d, there exists l such that the pairing o f the product 
fi(zi) . . .¡l(zd-2i) € H 2d~4l(lM k ) with the fundamental class of the boundary compo

nent M k-i x Spl(X ), 0 < l <  k, vanishes.

Let us interpret Conjecture 4.4.1 in topological as well as in geometrical language.

(a ) . Let C be the set of boundary points which we ‘add’ on the ASD  moduli space Mk 
in order to compacify it, namely XMk\C =  M-k- We consider the (trivial) map 7r of 

pairs (JA4fc,0) t—► (TMk,C ) and also the inclusion C e—► ZM k . The associated exact 

cohomology sequence, in dimension N  say, is then given by

HN( l M k,C) HN( l M k) Hn (C).

By Lefschetz dualityf 6 we have that HN(XA4 k,C)=H2d-N(A4 k) • According to the 

Atiyah-Jones conjecture [5], for large enough k, we have that H2d-N(Mk)—H2d-N{Bk) , 
where Bk is the moduli space of framed connections [8]. Let us confine our discussion 

to the case N =  2d — 41, 0 < l <  k. Then, our exact sequence becomes

Ha{Bk) =  H4l(M k) — H2d~4l(lM k,C ) H2d~4l( l M k) H2d~4l(C) .

We pick z\,. . . ,  Zd-2 1  € ^ ( A )  and consider the class fi(zi) . . .fi(zd-2i) € H2d~4l(JMk)- 
The question that the conjecture poses, is for which value(s) of l, there exists a class 

Z € Hn{Bk) such that n*(Z) =  p(zi ) . . .fi(zd-2i) • For those values of l and using the 

exactness of the sequence we would have that i*(p(zi) . . .fi(zd~2i)) =  0 , which would 

eventually imply that fFld(zi, . . . ,  Zd-21) — 0.

(b )  . We present Conjecture 4.5.1 in geometric language. To do so, we employ the 

representation of a class fi(z) € H2 (M.k) as the Poincare-dual of a codimension 2 

submanifold Vz of M-k- For a detailed description of Vz we refer the reader to [10], 

§5.2.2 of [8] or §2 of [11].

Let us just mention that if £  is an embedded surface in X  which represents the 2- 

homology class z, then let Vz be the zero-set of a transverse section of the determinant

6f The Lefschetz duality theorem states that if the pair (M , C ) is such that, M  is a Hausdorff 

space, C  is closed in M  and M\C  is an orientable n-manifold, then, for all q there is an isomorphism 

Hq(M \C )=H n~q(M; C).
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line bundle Cs (over the moduli space Bs of connections over E) for a particular family 

of operators associated to E. Let also rs : B x— *Bs be the apparent restriction map. 

The set Vs =  rs~l {Vz) is a codimension 2 submanifold of Mk which is dual to the class 

fi(z). An extension of this result to the case of more than one surface is given below.

T heorem  4.4.2 7 /E i , . . . ,  Ed are embedded surfaces, then, the sets VZl, .. .,VZd can be 

chosen such that all the intersections Mk^VZii f l . . ^VZij, i\ < . . .  <  id, are transverse. 

The intersection is then a smooth submanifold dual to /i(ztl) . . -^{zif) in M-k-

Therefore, Conjecture 4.4.1 asks for which values of l, the 4/-dimensional manifold 

V =  MkC\VZlC\.. .C\VZd_2l does not meet the stratum M k-i x Spl{X ) since the pair

ing ^d(zi, • • •, Zd-u) =  < (ji)*(Hzi) • • • H zd-2i)), [Mk-i x 5p '(X )] >  represents the 
number of the elements of the intersection (Mkf\VZiC\.. .CiVZd_2l) fl (M k-i x Sp\X )) 
counted by signs.

R em ark 4.4.3 Conjecture 4.4.1 seems to be ‘ sensitive’ upon changes on the values 

of b+(X ). More precisely, as pointed out in [10], there is a gap between the situation 

b+(X )<2  and the situation 6+(X )> 3  as far as the intersection of V  with the lower 

strata of A4jt is concerned.

In the former case, S. Donaldson [10] cut the moduli space in a way to avoid all the 

intermediate strata - see Lemma 8.3.3 of [8]. The situation that occurs when b+(X )> 3 

is that V will in general have additional ‘ends’ associated with the intersection of the 

closure V  with the other strata.}7 For example, when b+ =  3 and k =  4, the dimension 

of V  is 4 and we can expect V  to have isolated points of intersection with the 16- 

dimensional stratum M .zxX  inside the 20-dimensional space M.4 . The study of the 

case b+(X )> 3 is undertaken in §2 of [36] and yields mod 2 universal constraints for 

Donaldson polynomials of odd charge on even manifolds.

For a discussion on the use of a mod 2 version of the computations emerged by 

Conjecture 4.4.1 in obtaining topological information about spin 4-manifolds with in

definite intersection form as well as the relevance of the setting to the formulae derived 

in Section 4.3, we refer to §5 of [25].

7f See Appendix of [10].



Questions and Observations

We address some questions arisen from this thesis and comment on their potential 

contribution to gauge-theoretical issues.

(a ) . Compute the cohomology groups of the space JBk constructed in Chapter 2. 

We recall that by construction the space JBk is formed by the ‘gluing’ of the spaces 

JBk,q- 1 and Ak-gXGk- qSpq(Ek-q) along the stratum Ak-q'X-ck_qSpq(Ek-g)q-\, 1 <q<k. 
This observation suggests that one could consider the associated Mayer-Vietoris exact 

sequences and also exploit information concerning the cohomology of the individual 

strata - see §5.1.2 of [8] - in order to carry out the aforementioned computation.

(b )  . Use the Mayer-Vietoris sequence associated to the stratified space J  Aik con

structed in Chapter 1, to give an alternative definition of the /2-map described in 

Chapter 3. Note that due to the exactness of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence as well 

as the properties of the Jx-map mentioned in Section 3.4, the argument would be es

sentially converted to proving by induction on q that for z £ H2(X ; Z), the classes 

fXk-q~i(z) £ H2(J M k -q -i)  and /z(k~q\z)®q-PD{z) £ H2(Ak-g'><gk_qSp,1{Ek-q)) have 

the same image into H2(Ak-

(c )  . Note that the space J  Aik with its identification topology r is compact, in order 

to form the pairing between its fundamental class and certain products of /i-classes 

obtained in (b). Then, the observation that the space [J A ik ,r )  coincides with the 

ideal moduli space 2 Aik with the topology induced by the notion of weak convergence, 

would lead to a simple definition of the Donaldson polynomials. This fact in conjunction 

with the study of the multiple-gluing maps T\ of Chapter 1 on the level of homology, 

would then lead to the discovery of universal relations among Donaldson polynomials 

of different degrees.
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